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ll!TRODUCTION 
The follm•dng study is an effort to evaluate the effect of ear traini ng 
exercises on beginning reading. 
Most of the children referred to the Educational Clinic at Boston 
University as reading-difficulty cases show lack of ability in noting 
sL"llilarities and differences in the sound of words. After routine clinical 
exanination, exercises in ear training have been recommended and carried on 
1dth these children as part of their corrective program. Training for 
auditory discrimination has been only one step in the teaching procedure and 
no study has as yet been made to find how it affects the actual process of 
learning to read. 
Since so many reading-difficulty cases have needed this t;ype of teach-
ing, and since there are no specific exercises available, thin effort is 
made to build materials suitable for develop:L"'1g auditory discrimination and 
to evaluate them as teaching practices in beginning reading. The greatest 
emphasis 1vas placed on auditory and oral training. However, visual 
materials were included where it appeared advisable. That is to say, this 
study is an eval uation of pl~""lned training as it affects: 
1. Learning rate of children in beginning reading, 
2. Change in the chi ld 1 s auditory discrL"Tlination 
between likenesses and differences in words, 
J. Change in the child's visual perception of words, and 
4. Actual reading score. 
1 
CHAPTER I 
SUMMARY OF PFEVIOUS RESEP,RCH 
The tern. "reading readiness" first became popular- in the decade begin-
ning i n 1920. Its importance i n educational literature has continued, 
fostered by studies of child development, particularly those concerning 
1 
maturation. Harrison suggests that while formerly reading readiness has been 
thought of only in con..'l.ection with begir~Tling reading "the program now con-
cerns itself ·with preparation for reading at all educational levels in which 
reac..ing is used as a tool of learning". In this study, however , reading 
readiness is used only as it affects beginning reading i n the developm.ent of 
skills necessary for the 
2 
Gates suggests t~at 
child to read without L' • con.l. us:LOn. 
t~ere are different interpretations of the factors 
affecting reading readiness , by people working in the reading field. One 
group defines it as an expression of interest or purpose in the child; 
another group considers m.ental age the most vit~l factor ; while still 
another group cla.ssifies it as a period of general maturation-mental, 
physical, and social. 
3 
Hillard and Troxell studying the effect of previous experiences on 
beginning reading concluded that 11 children with rich backgrou.'l.d are more 
strongly equipped to attack the printed word because of enriched meanings 
and thought ·which such experiences bring to the task". 
_.1) Harrison, L.M. Reading Readiness Houghton :Mifflin 1939. 
_2} Gates, A. I., "Basal Principles in Reading Readiness Testing", Teachers 
College Record, Vol. 40, pp. 495-5-6, March 19.39 . 
_]} Hillard, G.H. and Troxell, :S. "Informational Background as A Factor In 
Reading Readiness and Reading Progress", Elementar'c_Sg_!_1o9J:. 
Journal, Vol. 38, pp. 255-263, 1937. 
2 
Several studies have been made concerning the mental age necessary for 
l 
success in beginning readh1g. 'Davidson reports success in teaching reading 
2 
to children of four years mental age. Monroe 's findings show that a mental 
age of six years does not guarantee success in beginning reading. 
concludes a mental age of five years is sufficient for success. 
3 Raguse 
4 
Gates 
summarized and studied data concerning the mental age and success in learn-
ing to read and concludes that statements of results have little signif icance 
"as there is no typical first grade. Things do not affect all methods nor 
all t ;y-pes of children the same. 11 From these studies it appears that no one 
mental age is a ~1arantee of success in beginning reading. 
Wilson and others 5reporting on a study of reading progress in begirh~ing 
reading which they carried on for three years conclude that reading readiness 
is in reality reading progress in the initial stages of learning to read . 
They see two aspects in it, namely mechanics and interests, and state that no 
inherent qualitative differences explain the rate of progress in r eading. 
Rather, these authors find these differences can be explained mainly in terms 
l_) Davidson, H.P. "An Experimental Study of Brig,.~t , Average and Dull Child-
ren at the Four Year Mental Level", Genetic Psychology 
Monographs, Vol. 9, Nos. 3 and 4. 
?:__)Monroe, M. Children 'Nho Can.rwt Read University of Chicago Press, 1932. 
2_/ Raguse, F . Yf. " Qualitative and Quantitative Achievement in First Grade 
Reading", Teacher's College Reco~ Vol. 32, pp. 424-426, 
February, 1931. 
!±..} Gates, A. I. "The Necessary Mental Age for Beginning Reading'' Elementar 
School Journal, Vol. 37, pp. 498-508, March 1937. 
2_) Wilson, F. T., Fleming, c., Burke, A., Garrison, G. G., "Reading Progress 
in Kindergarten and Primary Grades", Elementary School 
Journal, Vol. 38, pp . 442-449, February, 1938. 
3 
of learning, Y;i. th the masterJ of letter symbols both visual and auditory the · 
most important part of the process. Their study reported that the children 
recognized certain solli'lds as letters already familiar and used this lmow-
ledge in findine; the new words presented to them. Different groups of 
children studied in three successive years support their conclusion that 
such auditory discrimination is used as an aid in attacking new words. 
Wilson's correlations of reading success with readiness scores on the 
ability in naming letters ·was .74, >vith giving phonic combinations ·was .84, 
vd th giving letter sounds was • 70 and ·with vrri ting words i~"Rs • 64. These were 
much more significant predictive measures than any others used, even better 
than the mental age vmich had a correlation of .56. 
1 . M~tDnroe reported a correlat1on of .66 f .04 between reading achievement 
and the scores on the auditory tests for reading readiness. T~is is a 
higher correlation than any other single score on the battery which includes 
visual, motor, articulation, and language tests. 
2 
Gates , Bond apd Russell summarized studies appraising the predictive 
values of nearly 200 different devices. Some of these schemes ~~re used in 
more than one study, thus allmving for comparison of data . The study in-
eluded schools representative of all kinds of environ.rnent, numbers, social 
status, and I.Q. 1 s. The authors concluded that the tests -.mich were most 
predictive were: 
U thnroe , M. "Reading Aptitude Tests for The Prediction of Success and 
Failure in Beginning" , Education, Vol. 56, pp. 7-14, 
September 1935. 
?:_} Gates, A. I., Bond, G. L., Russell, D. H. "Methods of Determini...Dg 
Reading Readiness", Elementary School Journal, Vol. 40, 
pp. 165-167, November, 1939. 
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a. word recognition 
b. ability to complete a told story 
c. givi...TJ.g words whj_ch end or begin vii th the same sotmd as a 
given sample 
d. blendL11g word sounds given orally 
e. reading letters of the alphabet. 
The only others ·which were o:: any value were the Stan::ord-Binet mental age, 
and a test for auditory acuity. From the data presented, this su.rrm1ary con-
eluded that the tests vrhich are of the most predictive value are tests of 
abilities, interests, and techniques which can be learned and consequently 
can be taught . They state: 
1. that children acquire rea~ing readiness in 
varying degrees 
2. that reading readiness is something to be 
taught, and 
J. that it is not a development for ·which the 
teacher must s:Lnply ·wait. 
1 
I n addition t o mental age, Gates included in his list of possible 
factors affecting beginning reading: materials, types of teacr.ing, size 
of class, and the amount of preceding preparatory work. 
This present study is based on the assumption that lack of auditory 
dis crLmina tion has caused some of the reading difficulty cases enco1.m tered. 
Its purposes are: 
1. to dis cover rma t part auditory discrimination 
can contribute to reading readi:ness, and 
2. to create teachi:ng materials ·which will 
specifically develop this ability. 
U Gates, A.I. "Basal Principles in Reading Readiness Testing", Teachers' 
College Record, Vol. 40, pp. 495-506, March, 1939. 
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CHAPTER II 
EXERCISES F'OR DEVELOPING AUDITORY DIS CRIMINA TIOH 
The Construction of the AuditOI'lJ Discrirnination Exercises 
The lack of auditory discrimination, that is, the power to distinguish 
similarities and differences i n the sound of words , appears to be one cause 
for confusion in beginning reading . In clinical practice the use of certain 
exercises in auditory discrimination of words has been of some benefit 
apparently. This study measures the effectiveness of a formal progrmn in 
auditory discrimination o:: word elements as used under ret,rular classroom 
conditions e 
The details for planning the experiment involved: (1) creation of 
exercises specifically designed for ear training, (2) arrangement of mechan-
ical set-up of administering the experi.-ruent, and (3) securing the cooperatio 
of so!!'!.e school department where the material might be given effective trial. 
In grade one the first six weeks are usually devoted to pre-primer work 
Ten minutes is the ordinar~r duration for directed teaching periods. No 
statistical data are available to support or r ef'u.te thls time allotment . 
Therefore, it was purely arbitrar~r vrith this vr.riter to select as teaching 
time one ten-minute period daily for thirty successive school days. To 
regulate someyrhat the time for each l esson, as the exercises were built, 
they were used with several groups of children. The material was then 
expanded or abbreviated to meet the ten-minute allotment. 
The next step was to decide upon the letters to be used and to assign 
1 
their order of presentation. The Kindergarten Union Vocabulary list and 
UChild Study CoJ'T1.mi t tee of Int ernational Kindergarten Union, "A Study of 
the Vocabulary of Children Before ~ntering the First Grade11 1928 
6 
l 
Word Analysis-were used as bases for the selection of letters. The final 
choice depended upon the frequency of a letter's appearance as an iilitial 
sound in both lists. T;.1.e letters selected vrere relisted, divided into 
groups of appropriate length ru1d assigned for ~~ekly and daily presentation. 
A detailed descripticm and the arrangement follow. 
Description of Material 
On page 8 is presented TABLE I , "Daily Lesson Pla..Ds". This gives a 
comprehensive uicture of the sounds, their time allotment, and the or der of 
presentation. The first day's lesson gave practice in listening for similar 
initial sounds in groups of words . To prevent ru1 established rhytlJW_ the 
lists of vrords varied in length. All the vrords but one had the same initial 
sound; this ' exception ·was inserted in a different position in each list. 
The children, ·with eyes closed, listened as the teacher dictated the words. 
Their reco ~1ition of the sound which vms different from the others was in-
dicated by clapping of hands . 
From TABLE I it may be seen that "f" was the initial sound assigned for 
the second day, 11 b11 for the third day, and so on through the ·whole category 
of material . The letters q, x, and z are not presented for two reasons. 
They are not common in the vocabulary lists used as a basis for this study, 
and the~T appeared to offer lmusual diffi culty as initial sounds . Since 
isolated words are avoided in the usual reading pro~:,rram, the words vvere pre-
sented in context. Monotony i n procedure ·was prevented by the creation of 
nineteen diff'erent devices. Emphasis v~-as placed on audi tor.r and oral 
U ::Jurrell, Donald D., L"llprovement of Basic Reading Ability, World Book Co. 
1940. 
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TABLE I 
Daily Lesson Assigrnnents 
-------------------------------------------------------------------r---------
TL7J1.e New Letters Review Letters Remarks 
~-=-"!:!:.-::..-=:.··~.:o:::: .. "';:..""=-.~~.:T:.~~~-=::..-=.-=..-=..~~-~~-=--=-~~--=-":!:.~-""!=::.."':.o'-:::..-::.":.-::=.'·:::.:"::" • .'":.::::.":'."'::"'"-"=."::.:-:.."':::..":o""i:..":::."::...-::::.-=.-:=.-:::..t.~-:::..-;;..-=..-:..-=..~-=:.."::..o::.-=.~"=.."'::!:~~~-~ 
1st Week 1 Listening for 1 ' 
1st day Similar initial sounds 
___________ _ __ J. __________ ___________ ____ J. _____________ ______ J. __________________ _ 
2nd day 1 f 1 1 Initial sound 
- - ------ - - ----L-- - - ---------------------.l.- --- --- --------- ---1.- ------ ----------
Jrd day b 'Initial sound 
___ _ _ ________ .!_ ___ _ __________ ___________ .! _______ _____________ .! _ _____ ____ ____ _ __ _ 
4th day 1 h 1 1 Initial sound 
-------------.1------------------------~-------------------.!. ________________ _ 
5th day 1 f, b, h 1 Initial smmds 
:::::::::::::::::::: :::_-:::::::: ::::r ::= :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::.r.:: :::::::::::::.-:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: r::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::. 
Second Week g, c, 
6th day 'Initial sounds 
_ ___ __________ _!. ___ _ _ ___ _ _ __ _ _ _ ___ __ .! _ _ _______ ________ __ .! ___________ _ _ ___ _ 
7th day l,m 1 Initial sounds 
- - ----- --·----.l----- ---·--------- -- ---- --- - ..!. ____________________ .1 _ _ _______ _ _ __ . __ _ _ _ _ 
8th day g,c,l,m 'Initial sounds 
I I I _...._ __ ___________ ...._ ______________________ ,._ ______ ....... _ ....... _- ~ __ , __________________ ...__ ____________ _ 
9th day f,b,h , g, c,l,m 1 Initial sounds 
----~- --------.1------------------~--------t ____________________ ...!._. ___ __ ___ ______ _ _ 
lOth day f, b, g, 1 , m 1 Final sounds 
---:::::::-::::::::::::::::::::::J::::::::::::::.-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.-::!:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::!:::::::::::::::::::::::_-::::::::::::.:.·::::::::::::.-: 
Third lNeek ' ' 
11th day d,j ' Initial sounds 
_ _______ __ ___ _ ...!._, ____ _ _ __ __ _ _ _____________ .! ___ ________ ____ ____ ...!. ________ _ _ - -- - ---
12th day ' k , n 'Initial sounds 
- - - - - ---- - ----..!. -----------------------~---'-------·--------------.1 _ _ ___ _____ _ ___ _ __ _ 
13th day p,r 'Initial sounds 
____ ____ ____ _ __ _!. _ _ ____ _______ ___ ________ ______ J._ , __ _ _____________________ .! _ _ ________ _ _ _ ____ _ 
1~.th day d,j , k,n,p, r 1 Initial sounds 
------ - - - - - - _.!._ --- ------------ - - - - ------.1-. __ _ ______ _____ _______ ...!. ___________ _____ _ 
15th day d,k,n,p , r ' Final sounds 
TABLE I --cont--
Daily Lesson Assignments 
Time New Letters Review Letters Remarks 
Fourth Week 
16th day w 'Initial sound 
--- - ---- - ---- - L--------- --------------L----·----·----------L------ -------- ----
17th day s,t 'Initial soQnds 
---- -- , __ __ _ __ j_ ______________________ _ _ _L _ _ ________ _ _______ __ .L _ ___ ______________ _ 
18th day y, v 1 Initial sounds 
- ---- ·----- ·---L-------- - - - ·-------·---- l-------------------L- ------- ------------
19th day v, w-, s,t,y 'Initial sounds 
-------- -----L-------·------ - ----- - ---L--- - --------·------L- - --- - - ---·--------
20th day s,t,y 'Final sounds 
-=-=====-~=-.:=..=-..:;-1-~-=-==--===-=:=.::--=-.:=..:::..-=.:l:-..::===-=-=-...::.:..:::.;.-..:::;;-.:::-.=-..::::.-l:--=:====-.::-= =-======= 
Fifth Week 
21st day th, vvh 1 Initial blends 
-----·------- -.L-._------------------···-~--L------------------L-------------- ·---·---
22nd day 1 ch ' 'Initial & final 
-------------1-------- --- --------- ------L- ---------- ----- --L---------- §Q@Q ___ _ 
2Jrd day sh 'Initial & final 
--- ------- ---L---- - - - ----------------L-------- ------- ---L------- - --sound----
2L~th day dr, tr, gr, br, fr ' 1 Initial blends 
I I I _______________________________ ,__ _______________________________________ .._ __ ___ .._.. _________ _ 
25th day cl,fl,pl 'Initial blends 
=============r:=======================r:=================r==============:===== 
Sixth Week 
26th day own, ee 'Rhyming sounds 
- - -----------L- - - - --- ---------- - -----L--- ---------------.I..--------------- ------
27th day all, en 1 Rhyming sounds 
---- -·--·- -----L----------------- ------L---·- -----·---------.L------------ ·---- --·---
28th day ay, ill 1 Rhyming sounds 
- --- ------- - --L-- - ----- ---·---- -------L--------·-------- --L- -------------------
29t':1 day 1 un, is 1 'Rhyming sounds 
- ------------ L----- ------- -----------L------------------1.----------------- ---- --
JQth day ell, in, out 'Rhyming sounds 
=~=============~~~~=~===~====~=~======~=====~==~~====~~=~=====~==~=~~======= 
9 
presentation of sounds, with occasional blackboard presentation of words 
and letters . The complete manual of exercises will be found in Appendix A. 
Tne sa~ple lessons below illustrate the general method. 
The regular classroom teacher conducted the lessons. A description of 
the introduction of "~' as an initial sound is given in detail. 
11 I shall write some words on the board. I want you to listen carefully 
as I say them--for, feet, fix. (Teacher writes and speaks simultaneously.) 
These words all begin with "fl'. (Teacher gives sound.) I shall say some 
!names that begin ·with "f" (sound). You say each one after me. Let me hear 
"f" every time." 
Fred, Francis, Frank, Florence were dictated one at a time. The teacher 
~aid the words clearly stressing the first sound. The children repeated 
~ach work after her. Tne numbers-- four, five , fourteen, fifteen, forty, 
~ifty--~rere presented in the same manner. 
The teacher then said, "Do you know vmat riddles are? I shall tell you 
something about a word. You try to guess the word. The answers to all the 
riddles be gin with 1 f' • " 
The ridQles follow: 
Tell me something that grows on trees and is good 
to eat. (fruit) 
Tell me something you eat with. (fork) 
Tell me something that grows in a garden. ( flo-vv-ers) 
Tell me the name of an automobile. (Ford) 
Tell me vmat v.re eat. (food) 
Tell me vmat the farmer has to keep ~~s cows in the 
field. (fence) 
Tne next step ~vas to have each child tell as many words as he lmew 
be ginning vd. th "fl' • 
10 
In introducing the initial sound "b", names of similar things were 
dictated. TABLE II, following , is self-explanatory 
T.£\.BLE II 
Things to eat Toys People Things that Fly Animals 
bacon, ber ries ball baker birds bears 
banana, biscuits balloon blacksmith bluebirds billy goa~ 
beans, blackberries baseball bookkeeper blue jays buffaloe< 
beef, bnns bat boys burnblebees bulldog~ 
beets blocks butcher butterflies bun ... '12.es 
A ga.":le gave further practice with this sotmd. The letter "b" had been 
previously 1\Ti tten several times on the blackboard. There was one less 
letter than the number of children playing the game . The children l'iere 
directed to think of a word beginning Yvith "b". After t!"le teacher gave the 
sif.7J.al, nc-o" , each child vmo had thought of a word ran and stood i n front of 
one of the letters on the blackboard. The child left vYi tho'.lt a place ·was 
"It" . Then, to check their words , each chile. said his in turn . TI1e gar:1e 
·was played several times with the chilcl.ren giving different words each t:ir.le. 
The work on "h" was varied by having the children complete sentences 
vdth 1:vords vihich began vri.th "h". For instance , 
Witches are out on Halloween. 
V{e wear hats on our heads. 
If you are late, you must hurry. 
Rabbits can run and hop. 
Little Boy Bl ue blew his horn. 
11 
~ 
As has been noted, review lessons were also planned. In revielJ\ring f, 
b , and h , the letters ·v ere ·written on the board. The teacher dictated a 
series of words which included some beginning with each of these letters 
and the children gave the initial sound in the words as the teacher dictated. 
A game '.vas pla;yed in •Nhich two children ~vere selected to be 11 It". T-lese 
two players stood at the blackboard. As the follmving words were dictated;--
baby, big, hat, forget, found, funny , hair , hen, blue, bite--the children 
found the i nitial letter of the word on the board. T..h.e child vv'no found the 
letter first made one ooint. If a VJTong letter was selected, the child -vvho 
noticed it vvas "It". Several groups of words Yv'8re provided for the exercise • 
. . A variation of the use of t.'le riddle appeared in the lesson on 11 g". The 
children ans•vered questions Y.ii th limrds that be gin yJi th 11 g11 • For example, 
Yif.n.at are windows made of? (glass) 
"Vfnat do you have to keep your hands ·warm? (gloves) 
Vfuat ani.mal has horns and can butt? (goat) 
Vfuo w~s the l ittl e girl who went to the ThYee Bears' 
house? (Goldilocks) 
Lessons included the listening for final sou.'"lds , as well. The procedure 
vvas the sa1ne as for teaching initial sounds. A game adapted from 11 S:iJnon-Says' 
began Ynth the children standing. The teacher dictated a series of words 
and the children, in concert, gc.ve the final sound. If a child gave an 
incorrect s otmd, he had t o sit. The child who remained standing the longest 
~;on the game. 
On the fifteenth day a game was introduced which combined vmrk on 
initial and final sounds. The letters d,k,n,p,r vrere ·written on the black-
board. The teacher gave the following directions: -~"1'11 say a word that 
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begins ·with one of these sounds ( poi nting t o the letters on the board) and 
I want you to think o::' a word that ends with the sound my word begins with. 
I V'rill point to t he l etter on the board as I say the word. The one vi<1o gets 
a word first may give another word for someone else t o match at the end. F01 
instance, if I said red, you could say their because red begi ns with ' r' and 
their ends in 'r'. Let's try one together:--not--you vrant a word that ends 
in ·what letter?" Help was given if no one '.'/ClS able to get "n" . The ga-me 
continued from the word Dad . 
Baseball provided an i n teresting drill for s , t , and y. A diagram of a 
ballfi el d was made on the blackboard with "s" for t he first base, "f" for 
second, and "Y" for third. The child be gan at first base and gave a vmrd 
ending with "s" , then moved to second and so on. The teacher made the first 
"home-run" t o show· hm·v it v.Bs pl ayed. 
Another feature introduced into the program vras the use of rh;ymes. 
Rh;yming words were introduced throug_h. familiar Mother Goose Lines such as , 
"Bi lly, Billy , come and play 
\Vhile the sun shi nes bright as day ." 
"Yes, my Polly, so I will, 
For I love to pl ease you still ." 
Here was the basis for words rhyming >"1-::i. th "pl ay" and vri th "will". After 
reading the rhyme , the teacher dictated several ,,rords rhymi ng Yli th 11 11-::i.ll" 
which the children repeated, then with nplay". Further practice was given 
by havi ng the children complete sentences with words rhyming Ydth " wjl l~ 
and ·with 11 play" , as 
J ack -vvent up the hill with (Jill). 
When you are hiding, y ou must keep very ( still). 
13 
·when you buy something at the store you must (pay). 
The color of the squirrel is (gray)~. 
The ladder furnished a new interest in the rh;yming lesson. ·'.. child 
climbed by sa:ring a word which rhymed ·with 11 ·will11 on each rung of the 
ladder. 
Every day's lesson began 1J.ri th the careful pronunciation of the selected 
words. These exercises are chosen as s&"Tlples from the various lessons . A 
complete copy of the thirty-days teaching exercises may be found in 
Appendix A, Page 46. 
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CHP.PTER I II 
PLAN OF THE EXPERUffiKT 
Constructions oi Tests 
Before any teaching could be done with the material it was necessary to 
find some means of measurL'1g the various abilities which are involved in 
begi!'Lning reading. Those most corrcnonly considered as influencing reading 
progress are mental age, learning rate, auditory discrimination, visual per-
ception and motor coordination. Research revealed no standard tests suitablE 
for the purpose of the experiment. Therefore, the >rriter undertook the con-
struction of t ests which would measure: 
(l) learning rate 
(2) auditory discrimination, and 
(3) visual perception. 
In t his study learning rate is used t o mean the number of w-ords the 
CJ.'lild can remember as sight words one hour after the teaching period. To 
test the learning rate, eight words which had not been taught as reading 
1 
words were selected from the Kindergarten Union Vocabulary List:- Such vmrds 
as "doughnut" ·were selected because they had much meaning for children. 
Others, like "suppose", ·were selected because they are not so colorful and 
therefore have little significance for children. Words were of varying 
length and vrere composed of many different sound elements. The complete 
list is given below in TABLE III. To avoid the criticism that memor-J or 
previous contacts affect results , a second list vvas built for the test of 
learning rate at the close of the experiment. The 11rords chosen appear in 
TABLE III and Yrere selected according to the same procedure previously 
described • 
., /on cit 
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TABLE I II 
Learning Rate Tests 
~=~====~~====~=~=~====~==~===~===~=~~, 
1 Beginning Test 1 Final Test 1 
~--~-----~---~---~-~------~--------~=' I 
pi neapple icicles 
I I T-------------------------------------
1 f • 1 .L I suppose 
1 
relg_1t, 
1 ~------------------------------------
1 I 
' camel stra i ghten 
+-----------------.1------------------- I 
1 believe 1 excuse 
+-- - - ------------.!_--------------------I 
I d hn , I • I r ou8- u~ magazl~e 
-1-----------------.!·-------------------- I 
' instead envelope 
+----------------_!_ ____________________ ' 
l I 
radiator iron 
-1------------------..!_-------------------- I 
I 
machinery 
I I 
biscuits 
====~====~=========~===============~: 
In tl1.is study auditory discrimination is defined a s the ability to per-
c·eive simil ari t i es and differences in the sound of words. .A group test -.."13.s 
built to measure auditor-y dis c:·imina tion. The 1,hm.roe Reading A:pti tude 
l 
.Auditory, Test I, suggested the form. Tv~-enty-four words, easily illustrated 
by pen a nd ink dra~TI.ngs, vrere s el ected from the Kindergarten Union Vocc.bular:;: 
2 
List. Each of these wor ds -,.as grou;>ed Yiith two other words of somevhat 
sir:Iilar s cnmd. Beneath each picture appeared the fi e;ures 1, 2,3, in a column 
as shm·m below. 
Figure I 
Item I from Auditory Test 
U Published by Houghton Hifflin 
?:...) op. cit. 
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Some of the words selected have similar initial but different final sounds, 
(cup, cut, cud); some sound alike at the beginning and end but differ in 
the middle, (house, horse , hose); some are similar at the end and differ 
at the begilli~ing , (witch, which, rich). The complete test vnth directions 
for achninistering and scoring is included in the APPENDIX B, page 110. 
It was felt that an individual test would be a more reliable measure of 
auditory discrimination at the close of the experiment, so one vms built 
composed of thirty-eight items. The first and fifth tests were concerned 
vnth snnilar sounds,-- the first for initial consonants and the fifth for 
phonograns . Tests uvo and three required recognition and reproduction of 
both initial and fiml consonants. Test four checked the recognition and 
reproduction of beginning and final blends. Test six asked for the productio 
of rhyming words. A copy of the complete test and the scoring sheet are in 
APPENDIX B, page 118. 
In this study visual perception means the ability t o perceive the 
similarities and differences in words and word elements. To test visual 
perception twenty-four items were selected: 
(a) The first eight in the series were gr oups of letters. 
The first group, readil y perceived, gave o,s,x,l,m, from which 11 x" was to be 
selected. The groups increased in perceptual difficulty until finally there 
vvas presented b,d,p,q, and g, from ·which "P" was to be selected. 
(b) The second section gave words in groups ·o:r five, be-
ginning with words of two letters distinctly different in form as: §:b ~ 
~ ~ and Ex from which ~was to be selected, and grmving increasingly 
difficult until this group closely s:imilar was given: \vill , well, 1"rall, 
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.,, 
IDJ..-t.....t.. J and tell, from which well was t o be selected. A complete copy of the 
test, 1\'"i th directions for aci'llinistering and scoring appears in the APPF:IllJIX 
page 121. 
A longer visual test was built for use at the close of the experi"'lent . 
1 
Hila Banton Smith's study concerning the relative order of difficulty of 
matching letters v..ras used as a basis for the arrangement of this test. The 
first twenty-six items were groups of single l etters and the second twenty-
six i terns -;~rere groups of words. This second visual test follov;ed the sai·ne 
general arrangement as the one used at the beginning of the e;~peri.uent. 
copy of it is included in the APPF~DIX C, page 124. 
Selection and Status of Popplation for Experiment 
The selection of pupils for the eX}!eriment presented a problem since 
no beginning pupil s were available in january and the material had been 
created for the initial period of a reading progra'11. Therefore, it Yas 
decided to use children who had been in school since September, but vlho had 
made little or no progress U..'1der the regular classroom proced1.rre . 
A pr:llnary supervisor in a nearby city volunteered to open her schools 
for the exper~ment. Since many children in the second grade were failing in 
reading, these c~1ildren vrere included in the e:Arperimental group. Fifty-five 
children in a l l were given the preli.'ninary tests , thi rty-five in the first 
grade , and hvent;y i n the second. 
U Smith, 1!. B., 111\tatching Abili ty as a Factor in First Grade Readinb11 , 
JOUf-d~AJ_, OF EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY, Vol. 19, pp. 560-571, November 1928. 
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The control group attended a school in the sa.me district~ Fifty 
children in t~is school--thirty first grade and twenty second grade--were 
given the preliminary tests . The children in both groups had comparable 
social and economic status. TABLE IV sl1ows the number of children, fifty-
five in the experimental group and fifty in the control group. It shov~ 
the mec.n mental age for the experimental group to be 7.32, slightly lower 
than that of the control group vt.tlich is 7.8. The mean chronological C'.ge 
for the experimental group is sho>~ as 7.06, a little above the control 
group which is 6. 86. 
FI GlJF..E II shows the distribution of the chronological and mental a ges 
for each group. The mental ages of the experimental group range from five 
to nine years, a.nd the control group from five to ten years. The chrono-
logical ages of the exper:lm.ental group are from five to eight years, and 
the corresponding ages in the control group are from five to nine years. 
TABLE IV 
:Mean Chronological and Mental Ages 
I:::::::::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=::::::;::::: ::: ::::::::::::::::=::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::"':::::::.:::::::::::::::;::;-:::::::;;;:;:::;::::::-.::::::-::=::::::::::::::::.:::'f 
I I 0tJ.. I Mn 
1 G 1\T b V•- • 1,.:. • .:-• • 
roup 1 r. um er . ' },~ean 1 I>fean 
1:::=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~==~==~:::=======?==~================~===-==========-~ 
'Experimental 55 1 7 . 06 1 7.32 1 
I--------- ---.,------·-·--------,----------- --- -- ~--------------..1. 
1 Control : 50 , 6.86 1 7.8 1 
f _.._.u:..,._ _ ___ ..... _____ ________ E;;;. s; .-_e;...:::..,.•-..--== ao=:=::ll:l:::-uo -=o...._c=_.._.._coo.,a::r;-=::&ll::..,..~"""a,.- -&.-..~ 



~~ich seemed too difficult and to make necessary changes in the unused 
materials. This informal contact permitted the evaluation of the material. 
It 1vas the concertsus of opinion that it ~~s pra ctical, easily handled 
teaching material and enjoyable to children. 
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CKJ\P'l'ER rv 
Anal ysis of Data 
The data ·were a..11alyzed to study the effect of planned exer cises for 
developing auditory discrimination in beginning reading on : 
1. The l earning rate 
2. Change in the child's auditory discrimination 
between likenesses and differences in words 
.3. Change in the child 1 s visual perception of words, 
and 
4. Actual reading score. 
21;. 
TABLE V shows the results of the preliminary and final learning rate 
tests. 
TABLE V 
Learning Rate Tests 
=;:;~~=7====~;::;====;;::~:;:=;::~=:--=;~;~==:==g~~~=r=~~f7=i=~iii~ciiilg;1= 
---=~~~·-~--~~-~=~~~~T~~~~~~,~-~~~--r~~--~~~~,~-~~---7~-~~~~~7~-~~~~7~~~~~~~~-
I ,Experimental 1 55 1 2. 53 ,1.55 1 .21 1 1 1 
---- --T-------------~------~------T--------T------- I • 8J I • 27 J 
I 1 Control 1 50 1 1.7 11.14 1 .16 I 1 1 
-----------------------------------~--------+---------------------------------1 I I 1 I 
II Exuerimental 1 52 ' ;;. 21 12.14 1 . 29 1 -------~--~------------------~------.l---------1-------- : 2 .f.-7 1 • 36 6 
II 1 Control 1 47 1 2.74 '1.5 1 . 22 1 
1 I I I 1 I 1 
============~===~===========================================T==~=~==~======== 
Initial Difference ; S.E. 1 Final Diff. 1 S.E. l Gain 1 S.E. :critical -==~egg=~£Q£g=~=====T~~tg~=~==~~=~£~§==!=~~~~=b=======!Ga~B==~=RaiiQ ___ 
. 83 I .27 : 2.47 I .J6 : 1.87 : .45 4.1 
=~~~~~~a~Gc~Etiw•••w~a•~••••~~•••u~e~====~====~~~=~~==~==~~~=~~~=====~======= 
The mean score of the exper:imental group was 2.53 compared with 1.7 for 
the control group in the preliminary test. The critical ratio being 3, this 
difference was statistically significant. 
The mean score of the exper:imental group in the final test ~~as 5.21 
compared to 2.74 for the control group. The critical ratio vms 6, a 
statistical significant difference in favor of the experimental group. 
In t he ihi tial test the experimental group Y~-a.s superior t o the control 
group . In order to eliminate this advantage the difference of the two means 
was found and the standard error of this gain ~-as computed. The critical 
ratio of 4.1 is statistically significc:mt in favor of the eArperimental group. 
FIGURE III shows the distribution of learning rate scores for each group 
in each test. This figure shows the range of scores for the experimental 
group in the preliminary test from 0 to 6, and for the control group from 0 
to 5. The range of the final test for the experimental group is from 1 to 8, 
and for the control group from 0 to 6. 
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TABLE VI shows the results of the preliminary and final group auditory 
tests. 
TABLE VI 
Group Auditory Tests 
=====;=============;========;======;======;=s~=Tnrr~=T==========~=;====~=== 
Test I Group ; Number : Mean ; S.D. I ~r"':" ' M.-. I bift. l C~~ttgal -
=====*=============~========~======~======~=====~============±=============== 
' 
0 8 68 ' ' I rExperimen-c;al I 55 :13.73' ~5.0 t • ! ------1---------------+---------------~------T---- 2. 49 1 • 97 2. 5 
I :. Control ; 50 ;11.24. 14.9 1 .7 ! : ' 
------.l·----------------------~------+-------T-----..I.-----------+----------------
1 I • 8 I 6 I I II 1Exoerimental 1 51 116. 3 5.1 1 .73 1 -----T--~----------~--------~------+------T-----,1 • 11.06 .9 
I I Control 47 115.83 :5.32 : .78 : 1 
==<e:!.::=o==:a:e:t::t.-..~a-t:::~=-=c=.:t.::::..s.-a.w=::=a:~a:. ...... ..a::-.:-~-"'-sa--cr:.~-.;. .. a::;a--j-=o::;:;·==•-...~~:e-=11¥~lUI--.a•••:ac=-Er.-:-.::z: .. ee:a- --.::-.=:tZ1-= 
Initial Diff.:s. E. :Final Diff. 1S.E. , Loss 1•s=E. ! Critical F~tio Mean Score 'Diff . f Mean Score 1 Diff. ' Dlff • ' =============*=====~===============t===~==~===========~~=====~~==~=========== I I. . t I 2.49 I .97 I 1. 11.06 I 1. 49 tl.43 1 1.04 
-~b.e::::u&x.1ttiato .. _.,...__-.aa-.tillil-.te:::t~~·~t t~&a.~~-'tis&~:t=t---~e:.-=z::-~..--. ..... a;;:. _ _ le!::_Mot._s:,-_t:S .. __ 'Mi.:.:t:~-=--&::.-.s:~oo-.~w::::~•=-g,.-.--l)C!-
The mean score of t he Experlmental Group in the preliminary test was 
13.73 compared v.nth 11.24 for the control group. This difference was in favo 
of the experimental group, but the critical ratio of 2.5 showed this differ-
ence not to be statistically significant. The chances are 98 in 100 that thi 
is a true difference. 
The final test showed an increase in both groups. The mean score for · 
the experimental group was 16.83 compared vvith 15.83 for the control group. 
The critical ratio of .9 showed no statistical significance. The chances 
are 62 in 100 that this is a true difference. As this test was a repetition 
of the test given at the beginning of the eA~eriment, this increase evidenced 
in both groups may have been the result of practice. When the difference in 
the means was computed, the experimental group showed a loss. Through a 
misunderstanding the teachers in the control group had given practice on the 
test which probably account ed for this condition. 
FIGURE IV shows the distribution of scores for the preliminary auditory 
test. The range for the experimental group v;as from 4 to 21, and for the 
control group from 2 to 20. 
FIGURE V shows t he distribution of scores for the final auditory test. 
The scores for the experimental group range from 4 to 23, and the control 
group from 5 to 23. 
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TABLE VII 
Individual Auditory Test 
=~~~=~=~=====T~===~~==T=========T=====~==T====~=~======T=======r============ 
1 _ , 1 1 S.E. t Diff. 1 S.E. 1 Critical 
Group 1 lmmber Mean 1 S.D. 1 M. 1 M. 1 Tiifi'. 1 Hatio =~=======,==~=±========*========T========~======~==============T============ 
I 1 1 
ExperLmental r 52 1 27.12 1 6.3 1 .37 1 1 
---- ---·--------.l..--------1---------"'---------l.-------· 116. 39 l. 25 1 13.1 
Control : 47 1 10.73 1 6.27 : .91 1 1 
' 1 I I 1 I 
=~===~~~==~~=======~~=~==~==========~==~==~==~==~===~~===~=~=====~~=~===== 
The mean score of the experimental group is 27.12 compared 7rith 10.73 
for the control group. T.t'1.e critical ratio of 13.1 shows statistical sig-
nificance in the difference in these two scores in favor of the experi-
mental group. 
FIGUHE VI shovrs the distribution of the scores for each group in the 
individual auditory test. The range for the experimental group is from 
12 to 36 and for the control group from 0 to 2L,. The lov.rest score of the 
experimental group--12-, is above the mean 10.73, for the control group. 
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TABLE VIII 
Visual Tests Scores 
========-~==~======================~~==~===~===:=====~======~====~~===~====== 
Test : Group 1Numberl Mean 1 S.D. 1 S. E. 'Diff. 1 S.E. 1 Critical =====-!~----~--~~==-~=====~===-==~===-~=~-~~==~~=-~~=~=]if!~~==r~~i~=======~ 
I I I 
· I ! Experimental!, 55, 15.7 1 5.37, .74' ------,-------------~-----~------,------,-------+ 1.5 1. 07 1.4 
" I 1 Control 1 50 ' 14.2 ' 5. 33 , • 78 : r 1 w---------------------·-----T-------------------------------------------------
1 I I I I I I 
II ExperLmentalr 51 ' 29. 87 1 8.79 1.23 -------L-------------~-----~-------------~-------~-3.9-~-±.9±-T-----~g-------
II ; Control , 47 1 26.78; 8.02 ; 1 .2 ; 1 r ==~=~~=~~===~=~~-=~~~~~~~-=~~=~~~~-~-=~,~~~=~~~~~~=~~1~-~~~~--=~=--~-~=~~~~-
Initial Diff. 1 S.E. ~Final Diff.: S.E. ' Gain' 1 S.E. : Critical 
Mean Score ' Diff. ' Mean Score 1 Diff. ' ' ' Diff. 1 ' ratio ==============+======f==~========r======T============v======*=============== 
=========~~~======l,;~~~z=l====~;;~=====~=~~z~=~====~~~====~=~~~~=l====-~~z======= 
The mean score for the experimental group was 15.7 compared to 14.2 .for 
the control group in the prelj~inary test. Tne critical ratio of 1.4 shovred 
no statistical significance in this difference. The chances are S2 in 100 
that it is a true difference. 
The mean score of the experimental group :L."l the .final test was 29 . 87 
compared with 26.78 for the control group . The critical ratio was 1.8, 
slightly higher th2~ the beginning test in f avor of the experL~ental group, 
but still not statistically significant. The chances are 92 in 100 that t his 
is a true difference. The experimental group was superior 'in the initial 
test so the standard e1~or of the means on the two tests ~s computed and the I 
critical ratio of .97 showed that the dif ference in favor of the experimental J 
group 11'13.8 not significant . The che.nces are 66 in 100 that it is a true 
difference. 
FIGURE VII shows the distribution o.f scores for each group in the 
preliminary visual test. The range fo r the e:x:perLmental group vvas 2 to 2L~, 
and for the control group 1 to 24, sho·wing slinilari t y between these two 
groups at t he beginni ng. 
FIGURE VIII shows the distribution of scores .for each group in the final 
visual test. The range in this test for the experimental group is 4 to -,43, 
and .for the control group from 5 to 44. The distribution showed more h i gher 
scores in t he experi.m.ental group, ·while in the first test the t wo groups were 
about evenly divided. 
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TABLES IX and X show the results of the Detroit Word Recognition Test 
TABLE IX 
Detroit Word Recognition 
TABLE X 
Detroit Word Recognition for Each Grade 
=~~~~:T=~~~~~--=~=~~~~~==~=T~~~~~~~==~~==r=~==~r~=~~==f~~==~=~==T~~7=7===~~~ 
G d r G 11~ b 1M IS D 1 S.E . 1 D~Lf. ~.E. 1Cr1tlc~l ra e 1 roup 1 .~u'>l. er 1 ean . • • 1 M· , M. : Diff. : -Ratio ~===#~T=~~=~~~~~=:=~,==~~~=r~~~~=~~ ~~~~=~b-~~~~-~---~,-~~~~-~~-7=--===~=-~~ 
I ;Experimental : 32 1 6.9 1 4.57 ; . 8 1 1 
-------,- -------- ---,------~------J.·------------ 1 3-42 ' . 92 7 
I 
1 6 I I 1 Control 1 27 1 3.48 2.5 1 .4 1 ' 
---------------- ----t-- - - - ·---------.l-------------------.l.---------- --------·----
1 I 1 I I 
II , Experi mental ' 20 ' 18.85' 5.27 1 1.181 1 
- ------- -------------+---------- ----+---- ------- --- 6. ' 2 .02 2.9 I I I I 
II Control 1 17 : 12.85 : 7. 37 1 1.64: 
~~=~=a=~==- ~~~~t2-o~~~=~==~~~=~~=~~~=~~~~~=~~~==~~~~~~~==-~=~~~-=~===--==~=~~ 
TABLE IX shows the mean score for the experimental group as 11.49 and 
for the control group 7.58. The critical ratio of 2.7 shows this is not 
statistically significant . Yet it does show an advantage for the experi-
mental group. The chances are 98 in 100 , that this is a true difference. 
TABLE X shows the results of the reading test -vmen each grade vvas 
taken separately. The mean score in the experimental group for Grade I is 
6.9 compared with 3.48 for the control group. The critical ratio of 7 
she~~ t his difference in favor of the experimental eroup to be statistically 
significant. 
The me.:..n score for t~1e second grade in the experimental group ·was 
18.85 compared "~Nith 12.85 for the control E,Toup. The cl~itical ratio of 
2.9 is not really statistically signi ficant , but it shows a distinct 
advantage for the e:x:perimental group. The chances are 98 in ::JSOn, t hat t h is i 
a true difference. 
FIGUP..E IX shows the distribution of the scores for both groups on the 
Detroi t - ~'lord Eecognition Test . The range f or the eA.JJeri:mental group is 
from 0 to 28 ~~th a scattering all al ong the line. The range for the 
control group is from 0 to 34 >rith most of scores between 0 and 7. 
FIGlJ?.E X shov.,rs the distribution of the First Grade scores for both 
groups. The ra~ge for the experimental group i s fro:;n 0 to 20 vri. th most 
of the scores between 0 and 12 . The range for the control group is from 
0 to 7. 
FIGURE XI shows the distribution of the Second Grade scores in both 
groups. The range for the experimental group is from 5 to 28 Y·ri th most of 
the scores bet·ween 14 and 28. The range for t he control group is from 
l to 34 ·with most of the scores between 1 and 18. 
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CHAPTER V 
Sum.11ary and Conclusions 
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effect of specific 
exercises for auditorJ discrimination on, 
1. The lear~ing rate 
2. Change in t he child 1 s auditory discrimination bet·ween 
likenesses and differences in words 
J. Change in the child's visual perception of words, and 
4. Actual readli>g score. 
:Material designed to develop auc.i tory discriJnina tion was built and 
taught ten minutes a day for thirty successiYe school days to fifty-one 
children in grades one and twoe Tests were constructed to Eteasure various 
functions affecting beginning reading. These tests ·were given to two groups 
of children before beginning and at the close of the exper:L'TI_ent. 
Conclusions: 
1. In the individual auditory test for identification and 
production of SOQ~ds, vmich is a specific measure of the teaching, the 
experimental group was much superior to the control group. The mean score 
of t~e experimental group ·was 27 sounds correct as compared to 10 .for the 
control group. All children in the eA~erimental group exceeded the mean 
for the control group, while no child in the control group equalled the 
mean of the exper:Lmental group. It is evident that the ability improves 
2. The experimental group increased in learning rate as 
measured b:r the rate-of-learning test. Th.e nean number of words learned by 
40 
the experimental group vas 5.2 as compared to 2.7 £or the control group. 
\~en the di£ference betvreen the means of the two tests vvas found and the 
standard error computed, the critical ratio was 4.1 which showed a statis-
tically significant difference in favo r of the experLmental group. 
J . In the audito~J discrimination test the experimental 
group was superior in the initial test. When comparing the difference in 
means in the two tests, the experimental gro11p sho·wed a loss. Practice had 
been given to the control group through a misunderstanding on the part of 
the teacher. 
4. In the visual perception tests the experimental group 
improved slightly more than the control group. When the difference in the 
means in the two tests ·was figured, the critical ratio 1vas .97 i n favor of 
the experLmental group. The chances are 66 in 100 that this is a true 
di£ference. 
5. In the Detroit Word Recognition Test the experimental 
group vms superior to the control group. The critical ratio was 2.7. The 
chances are 98 in 100 that this is a true difference. When the scores for 
the first grade group were taken, the mean number of words for the experi-
mental group ¥SS 6.9 as compared to J.4 for the control group. Tnis 
difference ~as statistically significant. The mean score of the second 
grade in the experimental group vas 18.8 as compared i'V'i th 12.8 for the 
control group. The critical ratio for this group 7ros 2.9. The chances are 
99 in 100 that this is a·true difference. 
CHAPTER VI 
Suggestions For Further Research 
I. On these same two groups of children: 
1. ·would a reading achievement test in June continue to show an 
advantage for the experimental group? 
2~ If the data for this study were analyzed for sex differences, 
would the various measures vary? 
.3. If pairs were taken from. the groups, matching mental and 
chronological age , would there be difference manifest in the 
reading scores for the pairs? 
4. If the individual scores of the experimental Group were compared 
on beginning and f inal tests would there be any evidence of 
individual differences becoming greater or a tendency to level 
these differences? 
II. Further research with new groups of children. 
t 
1 • . ·what results would be obtained on a larger group, probably 
250 children, if these exercises were given to classes beginning 
in SeptE)mber? 
2. Would these exercises help children in remedial reading classes? 
J. Would these exercises help children having difficulty in spelling · 
4. Might these exercises tend to slow up the reading for some 
children by making them so conscious of sounds in words that the 
meaning might be lost? 
5. ·what effect "'lrottld a combination of these exercises 7Ti th exercises 
for visual discri.mination have on beginr.ing reading? 
AESTRACT 
The purpose of this study vvas to evaluate t:,.e effect of planned 
training for auditory discr imination on beginning reading. It evaluated 
the effect of specific exercises on 
1. Learning rate of children in beginning reading 
2. Change in the child's auditory discrimination bet·ween 
likenesses and differences in words 
3. Change in the child 's v.isual perception of words , and 
4. Actual reading score . 
ezperiment i'ffiS carried on i n an industrial city near Boston. 
groups of chi ldren i n the first and second grades from the same district 
were sel ected for the experiment. The children in one building vvere used 
as the experimental group and those i n the second were the control group . 
Thirty days' teaching exercises were constructed "With the emphasis 
on auditory and oral traini ng, but ~nth some visual included where it 
appeared advisable. 
Group tests vmre constructed to measure auditory discrimination and 
visual perception. The learning rate ·was measured by the number of words 
the children could remember , from a group of eight words ;.·rhich had been 
taught as sight words , an hour after the teaching period. 
The mente.l ages for the children 'Nere obtained from the Detroi t 
1 
Advanced First Grade Intelligence Tests. 
from the Detroit Word Recognition Test: 
The read:L11.g score ·was obtained 
2 
Form A. 
U Published 1928 b;l World Book Compan;y, New York. 
?:__} Published 1925 by Worl d Book Company, New York. 
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The group audito~J and visual tests were given before and after the 
experiment by Miss Kathryn Junkins, a graduate assistant at Boston University 
The learning rate '.'laS obtained before and after the experiment by the writer. 
An individual auditorJ test was given following the teaching period • 
.After studying the results of the various tests the follmv-i...ng con-
elusions vrere dra~m: 
1. In the individual auditory test for identification 
and production of sounds, ·which is a specific measure of the teaching, the 
experimental group was much superior to the control group . The mean score 
of the experimental group y~s 27 sounds correct as compared to 10 for the 
control group. All children in the experimental group exceeded the mean for 
the control group, vvhile no child in the control group equalled the mean of 
the experimental group. It is evident that the ability improves rapidly by 
specific teaching. 
2. The experimental group increased in learning rate as 
neasured by the 'rate-of-learning test. The mean number of ·words learned by 
vhe experimental group vvas 5.2 as compared t o 2.7 for the control group. 
tr'lns difference v~s statistically significant. 
3. In the group auditory test the experimental group vvas 
i.uperior in the initial test. When the difference in the means of the two 
compared, the showed a loss. The control group has had prac-1uests was group 
1vice in the test which may have been the reason for their gain. 
4. In the visual perception tests the experimental group 
iJn.proved slightly more than the control group . The difference was not Statis-
picall y significant. When the difference of the means of the tvm tests was 
·omputed, the critical ratio was .97. The chances that this 1vas a true 
difference are 66 in 100. 
44 
5. In the Detroit Word Recognition test the experiment 1 
group yvas superior to the control group. The critical ratio was 2. 7. 
Although this is not stitistically significant, the chances are 98 in 100 
that it is a true difference. Yfuen the scores for the first grade group ware 
taken, the mean number of ·words for the experimental group was 6.9 as com-
pared to 3.1, for the control group . This difference was statistically sig-
nificant. The mean score of the second grade in the experimental group was 
18.8 as compared with 12.8 for the control group. The critical ratio for 
this group was 2.9. The chances are 98 in 100 of this difference being a 
true difference. 
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APPENDI X A 
EXERCISES FOR DEVELOPI NG AUDITORY DISCRTIHNATION 
• 
TEACHER'S M.ANU.AL 
These exorcises are planned to develop the ability to hoar similari-
ties and differences in the sound of words in children who are bcginninb 
to learn to read. All the words in the exercises are include~ in The In-
ternational Kindergarten Union Vocabulary. Most of the emphasis is placed 
on the auditory and oral sides, but the visual is includec ~here it seems 
advisable. All the consonants are includeQ except q, x and z which are 
rather difficult, and not necessary at this stace. Some practice is given 
in all the short vouel sounds in the rhyming exercises. The most common 
blends are included after the consonants have been taurht sinGly. Each 
exercise is planned for approximately ten minutes. Complete mastery of all 
the sounds is not expected, but rather it is hoped that the child may be-
come familiar wi~h the various sounds end be able to discriminate between 
then when he hears them in words, and that he may notice similarities and 
differences in the sound of words. 
COPYRIGHT 1940 
HELEN" A . MURPHY 
•• 
FIRm' DAY 
LISrE:NING FOR SIM!LAR SOUNDS AT TEE BEGINNlliG OF WORDS 
Caution: In dictating the lists be careful not to indicate Tiord by 
droppinG your voice. ~atch each child's reaction. 
"I'm going to say some words that begin with "s" (sound) like seven, 
Listen and see if you can hear the sound." 
Dictate 
"said, soe, sent, set, say, sand, sister." 
"Did you hear "s" (sound) at the beginning of each word? 
Now I'll say some ~ords that berin Tiith "r" (sound) like room." 
Dictate 
1
'rabbit, robin, rolls, run .. " 
"Did you hear "r" in all the words?" 
"Now we'll play a gar.J.e. Close your eyes and listen. r•11 say 
sone ~ords that boc in with "f" (sound) like for. When you hear a ~ord 
that doesn't bocin with "f" clap your hands•" 
Dictate 
"face, fairy, fall, family, farn, fat, father, ~' farm, 
fast." 
"Watch carefully to sec which children get tho difference first, and 
which ones just follow tho loader." 
"Ready ana listen." 
"rirst, :fincer, fish, fit, fix, far, feed, find, ~. 
:finish, fold, food." 
"Listen no~ for words that becin with "c" (sound) like cirl. Keep 
your eyes closeC. tirhtly. If you hear a word thP.t doesn't be c in with 
II [ 11 Clap YOUr hnndS .. tl 
"Ready" Dictate 
"cloves, co, role., r ot, c-rass, rots, rarden, rift, 
• 
• 
girl, class, run, roods, caine, mother, rolf, callop.n 
"Ready, listen for Tiords with "c" acain." 
Dictate 
"cas, callop, casolene, t'ive, Glad, r oes, Goldilocks, cone, 
ruess, came, t7eat, ri rht, coose, r amo, r ate," 
"Be sure to keep your eyes closed, and listen carefully. This time 
I'll say sane words that ber·in with "m" (sound) like Mary. When you 
hoRr a c;ord that c.oesn't bccin with "m stand up. Ready listen.'' 
Dictate 
"nan, nade, r1ail, nake, me, neRdow, mother, nouso, movies, 
nusic, orance, ny, nark, narket." 
"Listen for i1ords with "n11 nca in." 
Dictate 
"r:inute, nar.JnP., nany, march, nay, nilk, I:".eet, neow, nind, 
Mond~y, nonkey, nomine, most, put, matter, nean, nistake." 
"This tine I '11 say words that bec in with 11 h1' (sound) like hat. If 
you hoar a "?lOrd that doesn't bc r in u ith "h" (sound) stand up. Listen 
carefully and soo who will be tho first ono to hear a '\70rd th~t d~osn't 
start with "h"• " 
Dictate 
"had, hall, hand, handkerchief, have, heavy, help, his, horse, 
huncry, hurry, hold, hot, hat, har:r,er, hair, boy, henc'l, heel." 
11 Listen for ":7ords that becin with "h" (sound) acain. Rer:er:ber when you 
hear a word that doesn't start with "h" (sound) stand up. Close your 
eyes everyone, listen." 
Dictate 
"half, hard, hatchet, horn, house, hurrah, hill, hone, hose, 
hope, hunt, huncry, hit, sine , hello, hin, herself." 
SECOND DAY 50 
LISTENJNG FOR "f" AS BEGINNING SOUND 
"I want you to listen to sono -:vo:::-ds." 
Say -
"for, feet, fix, feot", 
and 11rito those i70rds on the board as you say thon1" Those words all be-
c in alike with "f 11 (sound) f (nano). I'll sP,y sono nar:1os thnt borin rvith 
"f", e..nC. you say them after meo I Tiant t o honr "f" (sound) in 0'1Ch IVOrd. 
"Dictate these words enphRsizinc tho first sound and hr.vo tho children re-
peat eRch naEe after you. 
"Fred, Francis, Fran.k, Florenceo" 
"No11 let's say so:r.J.e nur.1bers that berin "rlith 11 f" (sound). You listen to 
:r.J.e then you say the:c after me.," Dictate these nunbors carefully with the 
children repeatinf each wordo 
"four 1 five, fourteen, fifteen, forty, fifty." 
"J'Jo you know what riddles are? I'll tell you sonethinc r.bout the word and 
you try to r:Uess the answers." 
"Hero are soce riddles. The answers are all words that borin CTith "f" 
(sound). 
Give just the "f" sound to indicate tho be c inninc of tho \lore . 
Toll no sonothinc that rrows on troos c.nd is cood to oat. f ruit 
Toll no sonothinr you oat ui th, f ork 
Toll ne sonothinr birds can do, f !7. 
Toll no the nnne of an autonobilo. F ord 
Tell no a r:ano boys liko to play foot ball 
----
• 
Tell nc sonothinr· pretty that crows in the rarden • 
Toll ne what we eat. f ood 
Tell no what tho farner has to keep his cows in tho field. 
f ence 
Tell no sonethinc that swims. f ish 
Tell me some one uho has a f a rm. f armor 
Tell me how fire enc ines co to a fire. f ast 
Tell me what pillows are made of. f eathers 
"Does anyone's name bec in uith "F"?" If you have a chil d whose name be-
['ins u i t h "F" ani he d. oe:m 't reco[Il i ze it, try to have some one else r et it • . 
If no one in the croup can tell, you tell t he child. Say his name and have 
him say it after you~ 
"See if you can tell me the name of a day of the week" - F riday 
"I'll say some words and you say t he first sound" 
Dictate 
"finish, fireme.ns fit, feedinc , feu , fern." 
All these words be c i n u i th "f", (sound). Listen when we are out doors 
today and see if you he~r anyone say any 11ord tha t be c ins u ith "f", (sound) 
and tell me after recess the ':"lords you heard." 
"Ho":l many words can you say that be r in with "f"? (sound) 
Give individu8.ls t urns with the other children listeninc to check them. 
Caution: Watch carefully for errors. If the children do not c ive 
correct uords dictate some of the previous lists acain as the nanes or 
nunbers qnd have the children r ive the be c inninc sound of those uords. Do 
not allou the children to rive incorrect words. 
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THIRD D.AY 
LISTENING FOR "b" .AT THE BEGINNING OF WORDS 
"Listen to some words." Say, 
"be, bac, bit" -
and write the '.'70rd8 on the 'Joard as you say thP-TI." These words all becin 
with "b" ( sounu) - "b" (name). I'll say the nan.es of some thincs to eat 
that be c in with "b" (sound). You say them after me. I '\7ant to hear the 
first sound evory time," 
Dictate slowly havinr tho children say cnch word after you~ 
"bacon, banana, beans, beef, beets, berries, biscuits, 
blackberries, burnso" 
"These arc the names of toys that be c in with "b" (sound). Say them after 
r1e." 
Dictnte 
"ball, balloon, baseball, bat, blocks, boats." 
"These "l.re the nanes of people that becin with "b 11 (sound) say them after 
oe." 
Dictate 
11baker, blacksmith, bookkeeper, boys, butcher.'' 
"These are the nar::tes of thincs that fly that bef'in ui th "b". Say then: 
after ne." Dictate with the children repeat inc each word after you. 
"birds, bluebirds, bluejays, bumble bees, butterflies" 
"What was tho first sound in each of these VTOrds?" 
"These are the nan.es of animals that becin Tii th "b" (sound). Say 
then after nc." 
Dictate 
"boars, billycoats, buffalos, bulldors, bunnies." 
... 
"Let's play a r.ao.e with words that becin with "b" (sound) • Have the 
letter "b" on the board one less tine than the nunber of children playinr. 
the came. Have the children stand opposite tho board where the letters are. 
When the teacher says "go" - the children can run and stand in front of a 
letter as soon as they can think of a word that berins with "b"• The 
child who fails to ce t a place is "I·r". Each child r ives his word. and if 
it doesn't be cin with "b" he must be "IT1'. When each child has r iven his 
word all the children co back where they started from to wait the teacher's 
sicnal to ro acain. Each tine the child must have a different word that 
becins '":' ith "b" before he can take a place at the board~ 
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FOURI'H DAY 
LisrENING FOR 11h" AT THE BEGINNING OF WORDS 
"I want you to listen to some uords." 
Dictate 
"had~ ha-ve , hand j ., 
and ~."rite the vo:::-ds on the boarC!. ·'These words all be r in \lith "h" 
(sound). I'll say sane mo!'e words that be r, in with "h" (sound) and you 
say them after ne. These are some thinrs you can do that becin i7ith "h". 
(sound). Listen and say then after ne•" 
Dictate 
"hear, hrunmer, help, hide, hit, hold, hunt." 
"~lliat is the first sound in all these words?" 
.. 
"Hero are tho names of sane thincs you all have that bo r in \lith "h". 
(Sound). Listen and say then P.ftor r.:e." Dictate slorl'ly with tho children 
ropoatinc each wordo 
"hair, hands, hRndkerchief, hat, head, heart, heels~ hone." 
"What is the first sound in all these words?" 
"Here arc some nane s that be rin with "H" (Sound) • Li stan and say ther:t 
after no. I want to henr the first sound Gvory tine. Liston" -
Dictate 
"Rolon, Henry, Hcrry, HazelQ" 
"Lot's see if each of you can think of a word that berins T~ith "h"•" 
Caution: Watch carefully for any child who cives a word which does not 
borin uith "h" • 
"Finish these sentemces for ne." Give just tho "h" sounc'l in the last 
word . Have children complete the uordso 
When you cut an apple in tuo parts each part is n half. 
~itches ~re out on Halloween~ 
We uear hats on our heads. 
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Boy Blue was asleep under the haystack. 
Whon you meet a friend you say ·Halloo 
Boos co to the flowers for honey. 
If you are late you r.~ust hu_rry • 
You hanc your coat on e. hook,. 
Rabbits can :.:-un ~nd E: :~P. 
Little Boy Blue ble~ his homo 
Peter Rabbit r an a~ay from hOTI9o 
Gar.le: Have a picture of a bunch of balloons with an "h" on each balloon 
on the board. The teacher sells the balloons. Each child who can say a 
word that berins with "h 11 can hr~ve a balloon. Let the child select tho 
balloon he ~ants, end the teacher writes the word he says in the balloon, 
and the child's naTTJ.e under the balloon. Try to have every chile ce t e.t 
least one balloon • 
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FIFTH DAY 
REVIEW oF f, b~ h, As BEGINJUN'G somms 
Put these letters on the board f, b, h. 
rr·,'le'll play a game toda,y with all these lett<:rs we havo loarnod. 1111 say 
• somo words that bogin with tho so loV.ors and you gi vo tho first sound you hoe.r." 
• 
Dictate and h:::tV\1 tho childr(m Ei.\/ tl1o word nftnr you ::1.nd thon gi vo tho first 
sound. 
11 bclloons, bn.nd, botwoon, hc.ir , hrmd<J, fn.co, fn.irios, fn.mily, f.~thor, 
bumblnboo, hello, high, hills, fighting, first, finish. 11 
( Wn.tch indi vidu:!l s to 1_)\; suro 0.'\Ch ono gi vos corr1:c t sound) 
Gomo for drill. Snloct two ct:::.1_d:con to be "it" and dictate these words -
"baby, big, hat, forget, found, funny, hair, hen, blue, bite." 
The children who are "It 11 try to find the letter on the board that is the 
first sound they hear in the word and say the sound. The one who gets it 
first gets l point. Keep the score for the ten words. If a child finds 
tho wrong letter any child who sees the error can be "IT"e 
Select two more children for this group of ten uords 
"fing0r, fight, hot, ho'!7, hits, banana, baker, blackberry, fairy, 
heel." 
Select two children for this group of ton words 
"hill, herself, him, first, fish, fast, ball, basket, barn, bean." 
Select tuo other children for this list: 
"burn, busy ~ Friday, fox, for, follow, has, hang, her, baby." 
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SECO:tm WEEK 
• 
• 
• 
SDITH DAY 
LISTENING FOR C AND c AS B~GINNING SOUNDS 
"Today we are going to l:Lston for words the.t begin like £2_, give, .f£1o" 
Write tho words on the board as you say themo" Those words all begin r:i th 
"g" (Sound). Hero arc some names that boc in with 11 G"" Listen ~nQ s ay them 
after me." 
~ictete 
"Gertrude, Grace, Gre...ndma, Golil.ilocks." 
Have the children reroat tho ~or~s Rftor you~ 
"'.That is the first sound in all these words? Here are some thinc s to 
eat that bo r in with 
Dictate 
II ~II . II 
'- . 
" r rapcs, rre.pefruit, crl'l.vy." 
I'll 0\sk you sane q_uestions. Tho rmswers to these questions all be r·in 
with See how nany you can ans':Ver." 
How does a horse co when he r-oes fast? calloTJ 
Whn.t c'to TTe koor: an automobile in? 
Where dOCS tho farner [ rOTI hi s VO [ Otl'l.bles? 
What r".o ;vc nco :: to make autonobiles r-o? casoline 
What are uindows nado of? class 
'Vhat ~lo you have to keo~; your hancls warm? rloves 
rybqt aninal has horns anQ can butt? 
·rfuo ';7aS the little [ irl Uh'J Tient to the throe boars house? Golc1.ilocks 
"These Tiords nll be ;:-· in a like." 
Dictate 
"can, CRll, cap" 
anc: write ther.l on tho boarcl.. They 1:1ll be c in with "c" (sound). Listen to 
these '.7or r1s. They are the nar.:es of thinrs to o.o.t ~?.ncl all bocin uith "c". 
(Sound). SRy ther.l afte r no." 
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Dictate slowly e!!lphasizinr the first sormd. The children ropo:?c t onch 
word.; 
"cnbba[o , cake, cr.mdy: cr>.rrots ; coconut c cookiosr corn, cro.ckors, 
c:ranborries o ,, 
w7hnt is the fi:"st sol.md in a J.l tho~:G -vords? I , .ll se.y tho nanos of sono 
an i nRls that borin -r.i th "c". ( Sounci). You say t hen afte r r:o :" 
Dict.otto 
"cnlf~ camel, ce.t, co•1.-" 
" Her e a r o the nrtno s af s ono reople that bec in with '1 c11 , {Sound), 
"capta in, c~=~.rd in;_tl, csryenter~ C%3. tcher, c-lorm., conductor, cowboy ~" 
"Here nrc s or:o wo:c-ds that are the nar.1es of thinr s we nay find in a house" 
They all bo r·in with "c". (Sound). Say them after r.:e~'· 
Dict11te 
11 cabinet, candles, carpet 1 cloc k , closet, clothe s:;_~ ins, couch, 
crn.r'Ue, cupboard, curta i ns." 
"Lot's see if you can each tell ne one word that be c ins :vith 
like r·o r.nd one word that bo c ins with "c" (sound) like cnt." 
Cr:-.ution: 
" ,..... , 
t ( sounc. ) 
If thoro nr c very nnny orrars r eturn to tho lists ~nd have tho children 
re-peat then after you a r ain, rather than allo-winr then. t o develop a conf'usion e. 
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SEVENTH DAY 
LISI'ENllJG FOR 1 AND n AS BEGINNING SOUNDS 
"Liston to these -::-rorns. Dictate and 11rite on the board -
"look, letr lot." 
"These worcls all be r in -::i th "1" (sound) (naMe) 
"Here are sor"...e thincs that cro"V that berin with "1" (sound). Listen 
and say them after nc." 
DictD.tC 
"la-:vns, lenons, lettuce, lilacs, lilies, leaves." 
"The first sound in nll these words is "1" (sound). Here are so.r.1e 
thincs you can do that becin with the same sound. Say them r:tfter ne." 
DictA.te 
"lauch, learn, lift, listen, look." 
"What is the first sound in 13.11 these words? 
"Tell me thinr s that berin with "1" that will finish these sentences." 
Just rive the first sound in the answers as a lead to the children. 
"The nailnan brinrs letters." 
"A be.by sheep is called a la.mb. tl 
"The boys had a boat on the lake." 
"Happy :;;;eo:r;le laurh." 
"Shoes are made of leather." 
"7ve can c:et books at the library." 
"Bread is made into loaveso 1' 
"At recess the children ate lunch." 
"Listen to sone words that becin with another sound." Dictate anC. write 
on the board: 
"me, my, nay." 
"All these words berin alike with "m" (Sound) m (name) Here are sone names 
that ber.in with "M". Listen and say them after ne." 
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Dictate 
"Mary, May, Michael, Marie, Martha, Mildred., Martin" 
"'That is the first sound in all these names? Here arc sono thincs you 
can do that ber~in ".7i th 11m" (sound) too., >'~ 
Liston and SRY the worcls after mo. I went to hear "n" in every i70rd. 11 
Dicta to 
"march, nark, nntch 1 :measure, nind, nove~" 
Tell me tho f .irst sound in all these uords." 
"Lot's see hoi'T IJP..ny r:ords we can say that be c in like ~' 91. and nay." 
Point to these TIOrds on the board. Let each child have a turn to say words 
that bo c in -;-ri th "n". 
"Now soc ho-;v many words you can think of that be c in like -
l£2!, let and lot. Point to the words on the board. Let 
each child have a turn and I'Tatch for any errors. 
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EIGHI'H DAY 
REVIEW - C, c , 1 , m .AS BEGINNING SO\.Th'l])S 
Put the letters on the board. 
"Todny we will ~?ork with th.:J new lette:-s -:1e have leP..rned this week. I '11 
sr.y sono words be c inninr -:1i th each of these letters ?Jld you s?.y the word after 
no anC. then tell mo tho first sound in the word, Listen carefully .. " 
Dictate 
" rra~iofruit, t-ooso, r ood-by, n ix, Most, catorp ill~".r, carryinc , cr;-,rrots, 
lid, lift, lunch, lovely, rate, carriaco, low, Middle." 
Be sure ea.ch child says every 11ord ancl eve'f'y be c inninr souncl. 
"Now we '11 ll lay a cawe '.7i th these words. Each of you will take turns. 
I'll sny n uord and you tell Me one thet ber ins with tho sAne sound. If 
you c ivo n. correct Tiord it will count n point. 'Vc '11 soc who cots tho nost 
words. Dictate slowly and all~w each child tine to think of a wor~ bo-
r inninr with a sin ilar consonant. Keep a recor~ for each child on the board. 
r·old., canary, late, mind, Bistake, lot, coconut, r olf, cock-a-doodle-c1oos 
r·ot, laundry , r:lonkey, r:ornin[', loud, collar, ['rP.b." 
If any rmc S :OUlY'. is trouhlinr c ive extra rractice. These worC',s n.ro surres-
tions for these soundi. 
Caution: 
cp.rry, canr;, canals, CP.n, rarden, r ate, rettinr, r irl, rivinr ~ 
lion~ lily, like, listen, lonr, narch, nA. tches, r::ee.sles, medicine, 
melted. 
Do not try to hurry too fast. Be sure the child has a fair chance for 
a turn before r ivinr sonoone else the turn. If a chilc't c ives a word be c inninr 
with a wronr· sound let any child who notices it have tho turn to r ive a 
correct one. 
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NOOH DAY 
REVIE'V FOR f, b, h, [', c, 1, m, AS BEGINNING SOUNDS 
HBve seven of each of those letters (49 letters in all) on the board all 
Mixcrt tocethcr. 
"Todny ~o ere coinr to plny with all the letters we havo boon Tiorkinr 
with. First I'll say some TIOrds and I Tiant you to sey the TIOrd after no. 
Dictp,te -
"nusic, rrF.tssho::_y:~er, candy, cano, ladder, fe.r, fed , hn:1py, hard, 
bacon, bar." 
"This tine say the 'imrd after me, then tell mo the sound the \70rd be (" ins 
Re:;;Je•1t the list. 
"Now I'll say sane Tiords, and if you CF.tn find tho first letter on tho bo"':rd 
you no.y dra\7 a circle around it. Try to ret every child to take an nctivo 
~art, '7atch carefully for any errors or confusions that individu~~ children 
nay have. 
Dicta te 
"fancy, bathtub, hnnc'l.le, crowinc, cocon, letter, Monday, lenon, lesson, 
class, captain, Goldilocks, cift, half, hanc, build, burn, f~ce, f~w, 
bucket, hello, r.-arace, clock, lone, me,rbles, loaves, line, clo.p , coal, 
callo~inc , cas, hatchet, honey, buss, bunp , fellow, fish, hroken, bunny, 
fasten, hall, Halloween, class, c irls, corn, count." 
Caution: 
Do not dictate the words too fast, and do not allow a fo7 children 
to find r?.ll the letters., Have every child take part in tho n iDc • 
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TENI'H D.AY 
LisrENING FOR f, b , c, 1, n - 1\S FINAL SOUNDS 
Have these letters on the board. 
":Ve kno\7 those letters ':7hen they arc at tho be r inninc of a word. 
Listen when I s ay a word you tell r.1e t he first sound ." 
Dicta te 
"for, boy , r irl, little, mo." 
Have t he children c ivc only the first s ound . Repea t tho list Cl".llinr on 
individuals for tho horinninc sound. 
"Todc,y we a ro r oinc to listen for tho l a st sound in s or;.o words. .All 
the wo r ds will ond with one of those sounds. Listen and see if you c an 
he a r "f" (sound) a t the en d of those words. Say the words a fter no ." 
Dicta te slowly er.rphasizinc t ho last sound •. 
. -,:--
" beef, chief, half, if, knife, lee.f, loaf, off, scarf, self, shelf." 
~Yhat ~ras tho lnst sound. in eac h word?'' 
"Non I'll say sone words that end. in ''b" (sound). Be sure to s r>o.y t he " b" 
so th 11t I can he ar you. 11 
Dictate 
11 b i b , bulb , cab , cluh , crab , r:rab , job , knob , rub ." 
"'7ha t was the l a st sound in all these l.'orcl.s?" 
"Now we '11 say sane ii'Ords tha t end in " r," (sound). Listen c ::-.refully and 
s e.y then after no." Dicta te sloii'ly er:r.Jha sizinr: t he fina l " r ". 
" ba c , be r· , h i r:, bu r , di r- , "'- r: , er-g , flaf" , froc , ji €~ , lee , loG, peg , 
'7hat did all these words ond i n ?" 
• No11 7re'll s ay sor.1e words that end in "1" (sound). Listen and s r.1y the 
i7ords after nc." Dictate and have the ch ildren re:p ea t t he words, 
" nll, ball, barrel, bell, b icycle, bottle, bowl, c all, cat1el, hill, 
n nil, ni_ckel, pail, pencil." 
... 
• 
i"iha t was the last sound in all these words?" 
"Now Tie'll say some TIOrds the.t end in "m" (sound). Listen and s ay 
these words r:~fter me." Dictate and have the class re:;~eat ea ch v;rord. Be 
sure to eq _Jhasize the fina l "m" in dictatint; the list • 
"am, hloon , bot tom, broom, c nn.e, cre11n. , dream, drum, farn, from, 
['liD., hen, plun, roar., seen, stem, team , wr:trm. 11 
~~"7hat was the l a st sound in all these words. Let 1 s play a [ar.le. All 
stand up and I'll say some words Rnd you SFlY the last sound. If you say the 
" ronr sounc you must sit down. 1.7e 111 see who can stPnd up the lon[ o s t, 
Renenbe r you 7/ill just s ny the last sound." ~7atch individua l rcs]!onses - Be 
sure each child sits down if he n isses. 
Dictate 
"hen, if, cab , lee , crab,. nickel, worn, well, tuc , tub, till, c:u.n, bulb, 
bloon , e cc .. " 
Let nll the children stand aca in and play a cain usinc words liste~ in this 
l e sson • 
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THIRD WElllK 
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ELEVENTH DAY 
Liffi'ENING FOR d JoJ'JD j AS B3GINNING SOUNDS 
"I'm going to say some words that begin alike. "Listen." Dictate 
and write these words on the board as you say them. 
'' do s day, dog a" 
11All these wo rds be gin with nd;' (sound) d (n a '113 ) • Say them with me." 
Repeat the th:cee words again .," H&re are some more words that begin with 
"d" (sound). Listen and say them after me. These are all ·things to do. 
Be sure to say the first sound so I can hear it." Dictate those words 
slowly emphasiz"ing the first sound. 
"dance, ducorato, di g , digging, draw, dream, drill, drink, drivo, dust." 
':Vhat is the first sound in all the words?" 
"Here arc the names of some things that are good to oat that begin Tiith 
"dn (sound). Liston and say them after me. 
Dictate 
"dandelions, dates, doughnuts." 
"Now we'll say the names of some things that most boys and girls like. 
Listen first and say the word after mo. All of those words begin ~ith 
"d" ( sound) • " 
Dictate 
"desk, dinn0r, dogs, drums, dolls." 
"All those 17ords are names of people that begin Tiith "d11 (sound). Say 
them after mo. Lot me hear "d" (sound} at the beginning of each ":?Ord. 
Dictate 
"daddy, dentist, doctor." 
"These are n?...mes of P.nimals that begin with "d1'. Sny them after me." 
Dictate 
"door, dogs, donkey, ducks«" 
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See if you c ~n think of some words that begin 1.ith "d". I'll ask some 
questions that you can answer 11ith words that begin with "d". 
"11hat month does Christmas come in?" December 
"What do you call a ten cent piece?" dime 
• 
"What do we have to e P. t dinner from?" dishes 
"Hory do you como into the house?" door 
----
"~e.t is the name for 12 ce;gs?" dozen 
"Does anyone's name begin 7 ith "D"? (sound). Do you kno11 any boy or girl 
'."7hose name begins ni th "D". (sound) • 
"If you have a child in the group whose name begins u i th "D': and he 
doesn't recognize it tell him. s~y his name and have him repeat it. 
"NoTI I'll sny some ':lords that begin "\7ith n C:ifferent sound. Listen." 
Dictate, and Tirite these words on the board. 
"J"ack, Jc..yt jump." 
"These words begin alike. They all start llith "j" (sound) "j" (name). 
Listen to some more words that begin Tiith "j". These are peoples names that 
begin "With "J". (Sound) • 
Have the children repeat each ~ord as you say it. 
Dictate 
"John, Joe, J"oscph, Julia, Jack, Josephine." 
""That is the first sound in these 11ords?" 
"T.hese are the names of things to eat that begin with "j". · Say them after 
me." 
Dictate 
"jello, jelly, jam." 
"These words begin alike. Say them after me. Let me heer the "j" in each 
-;vord." 
Dicta te 
"jump , jumped, jumping, jumps." 
• 
• 
"The names of three months of the ye1:1r begin Tii th "J" ( sotmd). S.'J.y 
them Rfter me." 
Dictr.>.te 
"Jo.nuary, June, July." 
"Do you know what Mother Goo.c:e people went up to the hill?" Jack and Iill 
"1hat is tho nama of the fi:-st month of the yel3.r? 11 
"7ho te.kes cRrc of our school building?" 
"',Vh~t do we use pumpkins for Halloween?" 
"1hc.t does mother keep jelly in?" jar 
janitor 
Jrmuary 
"Let's see if each of you cnn tell me one word that begins with "j" like 
jelly." 
Watch for P~Y errors or confusions which individu~l children m~y have. 
If it seems necessary hP.vo the child repeat after you ag~in tho lists 
provided in this lossone 
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T".VELFI'H DAY 
LISTENING FOR k AND n AS BEGINNING SOUNDS 
"Listen for the first sound in these 710rds." 
Dict~te and >.rite on the board: 
"no, not, now." 
"These rrords begin i7ith 11 n" (sound). S."ly them i7ith me, nnd be sure to 
SP.y tho first sound so I can he<:r it." Repeat the three words. 
"Here "tre some numbors thRt begin Tiith "n" (sound) listen. Say them 
~ftor mo .. 
Dict~to 
"nino, nineteen." 
"These nrc some things you he.vo that begin uith "n" (sound). Listen for 
"r.." (s ound) n.t tho beginning of oc:.ch word. S11y tho 110rds P_fter me." 
DictP. to 
"name, neck, no ighbors, nose, nP_pkins." 
"'Thr_t is tho first s ound in O~?.ch of these uords?" 
"Ill toll you some stories r-md every time you he11r a word thP. t be-
gins uith "n" (sound) clap your hands ~nd tell me the -:;;rord. 
Liston end be sure you get every word that begins \lith "n" (sound). 
Clnp your hnnds r. s soon as you heP.r it." 
In reading those sentences cmphRsizo tho underlined ~ords. 
"The c nrpontor noe Cl.s nails • .. 
"ThFtnksgiving co:t:J.os in Nove:t:J.bcr. 
Tho birds are building ~ nests. 
Tho naughtY boy nearly lost his necktie. 
Mother needs a needle. 
Neither boy eRn rend the 
:Mn.y I have a · nickel? 
newspRpor. 
The people in the next house ~rc our 
Nobody mn.de c:.ny noise. 
neighbors. 
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"These uords begin "7ith a different sound. Listen." 
Dictate 
"kiss, kid, kite." Write these -;vords on the board 'lS you s?-.y 
them. 
"All these "\lOrds begin TTith "k", say them -:tith me. Repeat the throe 
ITords and point to them on the board. 
"Here are some names of things children like thRt begin with "k". 
Say the~ after ne." 
DictRte 
"kiddie cnr, kindergarten, kites , kittens." 
"All these -:tords begin v.ith '.lh(:t sound?" 
"These are t he names of sane things you cttn do that begin Tii th 11 k" 
(sound ). Listen ." 
Dictate 
kick, kiss, keep 
"The c.nswers to these questions begin with "k". See if you can toll me 
n.ll the ~nswers." 
"WhQt room does mother cook in?" kitchen 
"Whc.t does mother boil 7ate r in?" kettl0 
"Wha t do you call bqby goats?" kids 
""lha t is a bg_by cat called?" kitten 
'"Hhr.t t can boys fly?" kites 
"'.'!hRt do f'le use to unlock a door? 11 key 
"''That ::lo you do ;vi th r.o. footb~ll ?" kick 
"Cnn you tell ne any 170rd that be gins '.'Yith "k". (sound) . If~ child gives 
a ~ord that begins ~ith c but has k sound accept it." 
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THIRI'EENTH DAY 
LISTENING FOR "p" AND "r" AS B'::: GINNThfG SOUNDS 
"Listen to these '\'70rds." 
Dicta to 
"pz.pa, page, packa{;e, pansie"JS." 'Jri to tho \lords on the boa r d as 
you s ay then ." 
"Those 11ords all begin ':i ith the sane s ound "p" (sounct). I'll say the 
nanes of sone things to e a t tha t begin with "p" (sounn). You listen r:.mC. 
SRY t hen a f te r n.e." Dictate these ':i"O rcl.s slo'.7ly enphasizing the first sound. 
"pancake , ponchos, poRnuts, pe ars, por,s, pickles, pluns, p0rrir,~;;o, 
po t p_t oes, punpkins" 
w7o'll s ny tho nru1os of sono thin~;;s t o c".o thr>.t be ~;;in 77ith "p" (s r:Jund . Sr-.y 
thor.;. P,fto r no ." 
Dict~tc 
"pa~~lo, paint, p~ss, pRy, p ick, p inch, plant, pl ny , plo~ , p~ int, 
pull, pretenG. " 
Here f'. r e s or:o n nnc s thr>.t be t; in -:?i th "p" ( s oun c't ). Sc.y thor: ~.fter ne ." 
DiCtf'\tO 
"Peter PP.n , Petor-R".bbit, Pnul, Prmlino, Pc-.:t s y , Pilt;rins ." 
'Th~>.t is t ho first s ound in qll these ;cor ds ?" (S0unc.) . 
"These a re sone ·.-:o r ds tha t bo~;in ':i'i t h "r" ( s0unr:1) like run. Dict s:>.te these 
wo r ds nnf nritc then on tho boa r d ~t t ho sane tine-
"rn~ i o , r a isin, rinG , ride." 
"I' 11 s c.y s 0I'1C 0thcr -:ror •1s th". t be ~; in wi t h "r" ( s 0unfl.) Rnc~ y~u se..y ther'.. 
:>.ftcr I"lo." 
Dictnte 
"rubber, r 0pe , roc kin ~;;-h0rsc, river, r adia t or, r c.g, reach, ro c't bre <>.st." 
Those nre pe0ples n !)Ties th P.. t bo e-;in 11i t h "R" ( s ou n'". ). Say then 11fter no ." 
DictP..te 
"Robert, Ric hr:: r r'J. , R0y, Rr.>.lph , Ruth, RRynond , R0seD"\ryi' 
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Here are sone riddles. Tho answers be gin ~ith ~ · Cen you btiess the ~nsnors? 
SonethinG t o nritc on paper 
A birn th~t talks parrot 
SonethinG to nrite 1.ith ~encil or pen 
A piece of money penny 
·-rhen you h~rve lunch out doors it is e J2 icnic 
A \.h ito rabbits o~rs ~re p ink 
·:o make jack-o-lnnterns of punpkins 
Tho ansnors to those riddles be£in uith r. Can you Guess tho ansTiors? 
l o listen to p roGrP~s on the 
Jbat can you do nith ~bell? 
·-rho.t pulls S?.nta's Slcif;h? 
radio 
rin6 it 
reindeer 
"7hat do you C',o in ~>.n eutonobile? ride 
··!hat do you heYc to keo:P your foot dry on rainy days? rubbers 
T3 
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FOURI'EENTH DAY 
REVIK7 
LisrENING FOR d, .i, k, n, p , r AS BEGINNlliG SOUl\TDS 
• 
Put t hese l e tters on the board, d., j, k, n, p, r • 
11 We 1ll work with all the letters we have had this week. I'll say some 
words and y ou sa.y the first sound." Dictate slowly emphasizing the first 
s ound. Ee sure all the children are giving the sounds. 
Dictate 
11 dog, January , kite, ninf1 , papor, real, :pumpkin, put, 
kitty, koop, jollo, juicn, r •1ad, r nc oss, nowspap ,)r, n .: lst 11 
Put a circlo on thn board with th•1 l t1tt ors arrangttd as in Figur•1 I. 
11 Wo'll pla.y Morry-go-round with th•'S• ' l •1tt •.lrs." 
_,---- .......... 
You must say a word that bogin2 -with oach 
sound to mako th, l whnol go n.round. 
I'll rido first liko this; 
day, John, kit·1, no, play, rac n. 
Lnt' s B•1 n how fast you can makn it go . If you 
giv•: a word that bogins with tho wrong sound, you must stop and. b ogin ov,•r." 
LtJ t oach child havo a turn. 
11 Lot' s pli'\.Y wn ·w,1 going sliding. To t "'kn 
b ngins with t)".Ch l ·; tt .:r. If you m'"J.ko no mis-
t 'l.k tlS ~rou IDFW slidt1 down. II 
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FIFTEENTH DAY 
LISTENING FOR d, k, n, p, r AS FINAL SOUNDS 
Havo thoso l ott ,:rs on thn boa rd d, k, n, p, r. Point to ().<:l.Ch l•>tt " r :'Uld 
givn th··J sound l•:1tting th•1 childron sn.y thoro too. 
of words. Tod"\Y wn 'l.rtJ going to list,.m for tho s!11llo sounds 'l.t th11 ond of 
• words. Ht1r• l ~.r•) soroo words th'l.t nnd in 11 d 11 (sound). S"l.y th••ro ~.ft . >r ro(' •" 
Dict o.t ·· th•1s n words slowly nroph11sizing fin'l.l sound. H'"'.V•) thn childrc•n scy 
oo..ch vrord 'J.ft·1r :.rou. 
Dictnto 
11 !"board, o.frn.id, ~d, ~round, b od, b·md, bird, c"'.rd, child, 
cloud, cold, crowd, d~d, f0d, fi c1ld, good, had, hold, kid, l"nd, 
ro~d, old, snnd." 
11 Thnsn words end in "k" (soUnd). Sf\V thnro ~lft ,,r ro.1." 
Dict'l.t• ' 
11 o.sk, b'1.Ck, bl.,,ck, block, book, brokn, chn~k, ch1lllk, clock, cook, 
cr'l.ck, d'l.rk, fork, j'1.ck, junk, look, nock, o~, pn.ck, stick, t a.lk." 
"ThClSf' words nnd in 11 n 11 • Liston. W111m you srw tho word bo sur•l I C"'.!l hwLr 
" n" (sound) 'J.t thn nnd bf •W•l i'Y word." Dict'l.t " thl) words slowly m'lking tho 
nnding sound vnry noticn.'l.bl~•. 
Dict·"J.t o 
""~.corn, r:~.gn.in, M, b'l.rn, boan , can, capt.'l.in, chn.in , cl·nn, down, 
,,v,m, f!ID, goldon, gun, hon, in, kitten, l·wm, lomon, roon, noon, 
often, pan, ron, · sign, t.m, town, upon, violin, win." 
11
'rhnsn words ond in "p" (sound) S'l.Y thoro nf't •> r rot) so thn.t I C'Ul ho~r "P" 
(sound) i n · •v 1~7 word." 
Dict'l.to 
11 
"'.sl••op, bump, cnmp, co.p, chip, cl'1.p 1 doop, drop., flop 1 gflllop, 
. 
h nlp, hop, k0•'~p, lnmp, n'1.p, poop, ropo, soap, swoop, tr.,mp. n 
• 
"Thoso words ond in "r" (sound). Sny thtJm n.ft ,)r mtl, 11 
Dict ..... tt'~ 
11 'lftor , rtilig".tor, .':lnsw.:,r, bn.k>1r, bn.rbnr, bo'1.r, C.'lr, covor, 
door, on.r, llith•lr, t1r"..St1r, f"'.rmor, f our, hair, j n.r, ln.ddnr, 
millnr, mothor, no'lr, noighbor, our, p r ir r~thor, riVtlr, s r::-.uc or, 
to ....  r, thoir, under, wor~.r, wint i'lr, ~rour . 11 
Hrw•) tho l ntt11rs on tho bo1.rd 
11 Ld's pln.y "· g!'.mo with tht)St:t sounds. I'll s·w ,9. word th::.t b\1gins with 
ono of thoso sounds,~nd I wn.nt you to think of .,_word th'lt onds with it. 
I will point to tho lnttor on tho board whnn I s~y tho word. Tho ono 
who got s ono first ID'\V gi vo rmothor word for somo ono nlso to :r:1o.tch o..t 
tho nnd, for inst"l.nco, if t s.,.id rod you could s~y thoir b tiC"'.usn r tld bo-
gins with "r" 'Uld th11ir onds with 11 r 11 • L11t' s tnr on() tog·1th•1r . 11 1Jot11 
you w!'nt ~- word tha t •mds in wh'1.tr Hnlp thom if nncoss'~.I:! to g .l t n. ·word 
with "n" at tho 11nd. This timo lnt's sno if you Crul do it o.lonn . nn~.d". 
Continuo using words from tho prnvious lists in this losson. Each timo 
hn.V•) tho ono who Sr.l.VS tho word point to tho lnttnr on tho bo'1.rd. 
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FOURI'H WEEK 
SIJcr'EENTH DAY 
LISTENING FOR "w" AT THE BEGINNING OF WORDS 
"Today we are going to listen for a different sound at the beginning of 
some words. Listen." 
"Dictate and write these words on the board as you say them. 
Dictate 
"we, way, wet." 
"Say these words after me." Dictate the throe words again, 11 
"These 11ords all begin with "TI" (sound" 117 11 (name). Liston for some 
other 11ords that begin with "w" (sound). 
Here are tho names of some things you can do thatbegin with "w" (sound) 
Say each one after mo." 
Dictc.to 
nrrait, wake, walk, nash, TJatch, wave, wish, 170rk." 
"Those arc parts of a house that begin i'l'i th "w" (sound). Listen for 11w" 
(sound) at the beginning of each word. Say the '170rds after me." 
Dictate 
11
'17alls, 17indOIVS 1 lVOOd." 
"I 11ill begin some sentences 0.nd see if you can think of n 11ord thnt 
begins '"!ith 1117" (sound) to finish the sentences. Liston." 
"Tho horse was pulling a \'mgon" 
"Mother said, "If it isn't ready do not 
"The children went for a long walk" 
"Santa said, "'.Vhat do you want" 
"The sun mnkos it very warn." 
"What can you do to help with tbe dishes 
"When the parade came by wo rmtchod" 
"Tho wind came from tho west" 
"The stre.'.7berrics Tiere growing wild" 
'l.'ait" 
wash" 
"What de you need to catch fish with worms" 
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Put several .,w" on the board. 
"Let's play a new game with "w" Every time you can think of a word that 
begins with "':711 tell me and I'll put it on the board and your name 17ith it. 
We'll see uho CRn get the most words. Be sure your 11ord begins with "w" 
(sound) like wordo" 
If any child has difficulty in thinking of a word, help him to get one 
from the uords you have said together. For example, you might say ''Ho11 :lid 
you come to school?" Tialk or 
morning?" etc. 
" "Whr-tt did you do to your fr-tce this 
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SEVENTEENTH DAY 
LISTENING FOR s AND t AS BEGINNING SOUNDS 
"Today we will listen for 't70rds that begin like so six see': 
Write these words on the board as you say them. 
These 't7ords begin ':7ith "s". (sound)" "S" (Name) Listen." Repeat the 
...-;ords. "Did you hear "s" (sound) in each word. These are the ne.mes of 
things that arc good to ee.t that begin r;ith "s" (sound). Listen for "s" nt 
the 'beginning of ench ~ord 
Dictate slor;ly 
I say. Say the 110rds after me." 
"s&lad, salt, sandwiches, sauce, soda, soup., spinach, 
squash, steak, strawberries." 
"'Hhat is the first sound in e~ch of these words? Hero are the names of 
some things to plr>.y ;vi th thn t begin '17i th "s" (sound) • Be sure to say the 
first sound so I can hear it." 
Dictate 
"sailboat, sandpile, skates, skiis, sleds, soldiers, see-saw." 
"Hero nro the names of some numbers that begin 11ith "s" (sound). Say them 
after me." 
Dictate 
"seven, seventeen, six, sixteen." 
"These are the names of some things people wear. EA.ch one begins Tiith "s" 
(sound). Say them after me." 
Dictate 
"sRndals, scarf, skirt, slippel's, socks, stockings, suits." 
"These are the names of some things you can do which begin Tiith "s'' (sound} 
Say them after me." 
Dictate 
"scribble, see, serve, sing, sit, skate, sleep, slide, smile, 
sneeze, stand." 
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"Can you answer these questions uith a 'iiOrd that begins 1.1ith "s" (sound)?" 
"Who comes dorm the chimney Christmas Eva?" Santa 
"1lha t tuo days of the wack begin with "S"?" Saturday, SUnday 
"'.Vhat do you uso to cut out a picturo?" scissors 
"11fuat does nothcr do 1.1i th a noo r> le P..nd thrca0.?" sew 
"11..'hat is :>.. dime made of?" 
"'That goos up the chirmcy?" 
" 'VhP..t can you make 1.i th snow?" Snouballs 
" ~That do you use to get y CJur hands clean?" 
"''That do you sing?" 
silver 
smoke 
snowman 
soap 
songs 
"Liston for another s0und at the beginning of these words. '7ri te those 
words -"'. S you say thorn. 
Dictate 
"to , ton, tall." 
"Those words all be gin with "t" (sound) "t" (name). Sny them ':i"ith. mo." 
Ropo~t t ho throe wor1s h~vin[ the children s~y then t o . Point t o the first 
letter in e~ch uord as y~u say tho word. 
"Hero ere tho na.r::tos of sone thine:;s to eat that bo ~:; in Iii th "t" (sound). 
Sny then after no," 
Dict,._to 
"tonst, tomatoes, turkey, turnips." 
"Tho so nunbcrs nll begin 11i th "t" ( sounc.) say then A.ftor no. Bo sure that 
I c11n hear "t" at the beginninc of oach word. 
Dictate 
"ton, twelve, t·.1enty, two." 
"Here are tho nanos of sane things ':Ve nee"'. that boc in v.ith "t" (sounc.) • 
Say thol"l e.ftcr no." 
DictA.te 
"teeth, tie, t ongue, toothbrush, tooth paste, touol, tub." 
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"These words tell when and begin with "t" (sound). Say them after me •. " 
Dictate 
"Tuesday, today, tot:orrow." 
"Can you think of the name of a game that begins with "t" (sound)" 
tag or tennis 
"Can you think of the name of an animal that begins with "t" (sound) n 
tiger 
"Do you know the name of a vegetable that begins with "t" (sound) tomato 
"What does the train run on?" tracks 
"VVhat do apples grow on?" tree 
Tell me a \'lord that begins \7ith "t" (sound)". 
Caution 
If the children arc giving words that do not begin with "t". Repeat 
the first part of the lesson dictating the words again • 
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EIGHTEENTH DAY 
Lj_srENING FOR y .AND v AS BEGINNING SOUNDS 
"I'll say some ':VOrds that begin ITith "y" (sound) "y" (name) like ~· 
Listen for the first sound." dictate these Pards and ii'rite them on the board. 
"year, you,_ your." 
• "I'll say some other uords that begin ':Vith "yn (sound). Listen.•r 
• 
Dictate 
"yard, yarn, young, yourself, you '11, year." 
"Say tho '.7ords after me this time. Be sure to say Gvery ><Ord as I do." 
Dictate the same list ii'ith children repeating the Pards. 
"See if you can tell the ansoors to these riddles. .All the ans'7ers begin 
:1i th "y". (sound) • 
""fuat color is butter?" yellow 
"il1iat day came before today?" yesterday 
"Whom do you take care of in school?" yourself 
""'There do we play at school?" 
"What are woolen mittens made of?" 
"l'l'o'iv I'll say some '?lards that begin with "v" (sound)" "v" (name) like very. 
Listen. Dictate and write on the board. -
"very, visit, violet." 
"Listen to some other words that begin '.7ith "v". (sound) 
Dictate 
"vegetable, valentines, vacation, varnish, violin, vase, valley, 
victrola." 
"Did you hecr "v" (sound) at the beginning of each T70rd? SP,y the words after 
me this time.. I W8.nt to hear the first sound "v" very plainly •11 Dictnte 
tho se~e list of '.7ards and have the children repeat each word after you. 
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"The words to finish these s~nta.nces begin with "v". (sound). See if 
you can tell mo the right word." 
"At Christmas time we had a vacation" 
"We put florre rs in a vase" 
"Gr~?.pes gro-:v on vines" 
"Grandmother sometimes comes to our house to visit." 
"C~rrots, potatoes ~.nd spinach are vegetables" 
"I will sr>..y some more uords, You SD.Y the 770rd r-tft or me and then toll rno 
the first sound. Liston." 
"vGry, yes, yellow, vncation, yours, yard, victroln., viols t" 
C!=>,ution: W'ltch cl'\ch child to be sure th~t ho givos tho corroct sound. If 
c i thor sound so oms to bo CP.using confusion ropor>.t the lists cont~ining th::: 
sound qt tho beginning of tho lesson. 
NINEI'EENTH DAY 
REVIE-v OF i7, s, t, y AND v AS BEGOO~ING SOUNDS 
"Todqy' s words begin 11i th the sounds oo have beon working on this '.i'OOk. 
I'm going to sqy some uords be ginning with eRch of those sounds. You say 
tho first sound in tho words." 
Dictrtto 
"very, :m.nt, strong, toqchcr, you, visit, violet, yonr, yes, your, 
Tuesd·"!.Y, six, so, ~-:-oek, water." 
11
"'Vc '11 p l~>.y a gP.mc with these sounds • " 
Hqvc tho lottors on tho boe.rd. Select two children to plt>.y. Give these 
directions." I'll sr:>.y a : rord tho.t begins with one of those sounds r>,nd you 
i7ill both try to think of nnother word that begins 'lith the sPJlle sound P.nd 
find tho lett8r on the boc.rd. 71ho over gets the most ;,ords first wins." 
Dictr>.to 
"yours, c.ntormelon, summer, too, vogotf'.blc." 
Select t':lo different children for O"'.ch of the follo~Ving lists. 
1. violin, turkey, suppose, ~Vent, yosto rd~y 
2 . sto,, 11est, yo ~r, tie, victrol~ 
3. 110, v~cqtion, turnip, sunshine, yellow 
4. t ablecloth, sword, we dding, VP.sc, yard. 
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TWENTIErH DAY 
LISI'ENING FOR s, t, AND y :,S FINAL SOUN"DS 
Put these lcttGrs on the bo~rd s, t, ~nd y. 
You crtn toll those sounds ~rhon you hc"'.r thorn l':.t the boginning of ""- '.70rd. 
Toll me tho first sound you ho .,,r in those 110rds. n 
Dictn.to 
11 sing, to, yollo~: ." 
"T::>d'ly -:re '.!r c go ing t o listen for tho so s n.mo sounds ~. t tho end of words. 
Toll mo tho lt!st sound you hcqr in is. I'll s?.y some mol'o '.7:Jros th'1t ond 
i n "sn (sound) r.nd you s r. y thorn n.ftvr mo. I ..-rmt to hcr>.r ''s'' (sound every 
time ." 
Dictnto 
"'"'.s, bqbios, b 'llls, boos, boss, bus, ch '1se, clnss, a.rcss , glc.ss 
hns, horse, kiss, miss, pass, sits, us, yes." 
''Those 110rds nll end in 11 t". (Sound), Listen •md s n.y the 17ords r:tftc r me. 
Bo suro to say e nch ·.vord s 0 thr.t I c A.n ho:tr "t'' at tho end." 
Dict '\ tC 
"at, bat, beet, boqt, cat, cost, cut, dirt, dust, eat, except, 
f11st, flat, frost, got, goA.t, hoqrt, hit, h ,:lt, it, kept, left, 
l ()t, melt, nest, night, n0t, out, p.n.rt, pr1.rrot, quit, se<>.t, 
visit, -:'T:o.i t ;n 
''Tho so "1'0rd.s onl". in ' y" (sound) • Sqy them "',ftor me. '1 
T)ic tr.to 
"".lloy , nlr o,..,_dy, t",n[;ry, any, b"1by, bofl.y, bunny , cnnr3.y, cqrry, 
colcry, city , comp~ny , dr.nC'.y, dirty , ovary, empty, forty, grocery, 
h -,p::;y, hc r:vy, jolly, kitty, lr.cl.y, nudely, 11'1Ught, pussy, ron.lly , 
slirrcry, tod~y." 
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"Lots pl qy a grune of "b"'.se-ball" -:1ith these sounds 'is" (sound) is first 
base "t" (sound) is second b~se r.nd "y" (sound is third br.se. You be gin with 
lst b~sc then go t0 2nd bcse then 3r~ bnse g iving a TI~rd that ends in the 
letter on e 11ch br.se to m:-,ke e. home run. Remember ench i70rd nrust end in the 
s ound on tho base. I'll :me.ke the first "home run"to sho'i7 you ho':V. 
b~lls, cat, jelly 
Let ORch child h~ ve ~ turn. 
DiRgrr:>.m for the bo ~.rd. 
t 
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FIFTH WEEK 
• 
TWENTY FIRST DAY 
89 
LIST:ENING FOR th .ANTI wh .AT THE BEGINNING OF WOBDS 
"Sometimes two le·ct ers togeths:: ma..'<e one sound. Listen." Dictate 
and write or. the board ~ 
"the, this, then.n 
"These words begin with Hth. 11 (sound) 1ith11 names. Hera are somo more 
words that b0gin vri th the 3amo sound 11 th" (sound). Say them aft or mu." 
Dictate 
11 that 1 thorn, thoro, thoso, thing." 
"What is tho first sound you hoard in all thnso words?" 
I will ask somo qu•1stions and son if you can answ•' r nach qunstion with a 
word that bngins with lit,h"~ (sound)." 
' 
"What will you hav.~ to \lo to answ· •r thnso quostions? 11 think 
11 \Vhat is tho numbor which comas aft or twolvo? 11 thirtonn 
11 \fua t can you do with o. ball?" throw 
11 Who.t day of tho W0•1k cornos A.ftor Wodnosda.v? 11 Thursda..v 
i1Wh'1.t docs mother put. on hor fingor whon sho is swoing?" thimblo 
1i1isttm for iulothor soun<i. 11 Dictn.to n.nd writo. 
11 whr1.t 1 whon, whilo." 
:i Thosn w()rcl.s bogtn with Hwh11 (sound) 11 wh" (nrunos). S'l..Y thoso words !lftor 
ID11 . :Bo vory c-,_roful of tho first sound. 
Dict..,_to omph1.sizing tho 11 wh11 at tho boginningo 
11 whoo, whool, whoolbn.rrow, whoro, whothor, which, uhiln, 
whi skt1r~·, who.,, wh.v. 11 
r:ivhn.t is tho first sound in f:l.ll thnso words?" 
Lnt's pl"'.:r a g~11n wi':h nards thl'lt b11gin with 11 wh11 (sound) 2nd "th11 • 
(Sound). "You '111 s":i <1.nd. r ,p ·•.nd I'll srw somo words that bogin with 
"'vhil ( soundJand somo wo :'.'d:::J thn.t begin vri th 11 th" (sound) .,.nd somo othor 
words thn.t bogin with othor lottnrs. 
·--. - . 
. ...... 
If you hofU' e. word . tlu!,t" bogins with oi thor o'f tbQso eounde cln.p your 
h..'Ulds. :tf you clap for any otho~: sound. t)XCopt "th11 {sound.) or IT wh" 
(sound.) you must sit d.ovrn n ..nd. aro out of tho g"-.mo~ Liston C'JX,)fully. 
Romombor just clo.p if th•1 word. bngins vri th "thfl (sound) or "wh " ( sound.11 • 
Dict~tn 
"~.s, book, tho, c.:J.rrot, cort.".inl::r, collar, why, cott~g·l, 
whon_, Docombor, d.imo, fiftfH1n, firdm"l.n, thoy, f'"l.th,1r, furn"1.co, 
good, whito, grn.do, gun, thon, that, iron, j,'tck-o-l....nt.:r~ 
houeos, thoro, koy, . knight, juico, whore, throw, tomorrov1, touch, 
t ont, thirty, 
Tho ln.st ono stn.nd.ing wins. Pl"Y a.g~in using tho sn.mfl words. 
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~WE~TY SEC01~ DAY 
LI STEliJ'IlJG FOil. 1i ch" A·.r THE J3EGIN1UUG .AND ENDING 
Q]j 'i1Qg08_ 
11 Ynst ,"l rdo.y we pl~y0.cl with r; t h 11 ( ~ound) and "wh" (sound). Wri to 
•\ . . 
tho blnnds on th,) bo'l.rd a ::: you SPJ:f thJm. 11 Tod"l..Y wo a r o going to liston 
for words th'l.t bngin lib1 chop, child, chaso. 11 Wri to those words on 
tho board as you say thorn." Thoso two l0ttors tognthnr sny "ch11 (sound). 
Hero nro tho n n.mos of scmn things to 0f"1t that begin with "ch" (sound). 
Liston and sny thnm !'i't•1r m0. 
Dictnto 
"chorrios, chostnu·~ ·" , chick0n, chocol'\t,)s, chooso." 
nT<1ll m,1 tho right wo:.:-d th'lt bogins with 11 ch" sound to finish thoso 
sontnncos. 
"lVo sit on 
"W'o write on tho bon.rd with chnll~11 
"We usc our tooth to chow" 
11 Tho fn.rmor h1.s some b: ~by chick0ns11 
11 Snntn. Cln.us comes down tho chimnoy" 
children" 
"Tho policomnn in charge of nll tho polic0mo.n is th•1 chiof11 
11 Somotimos wo honr llchfl (sound) f\t tho ond of '1 word. List ~..:n :--nd sr.:.v 
those words ".f'tor mo. 
Dict·-.to 
"bo.'"l.ch, birch, brwch, bunch, catch, couch, ditch, hitch, 
nnrch, nntch, ouch, pntch, poach, punch, rnnch, such, switch, 
teach, touch, which," 
m1[\t is tho l a st sound in on.ch of thoso words? 11 
IILott s pl:l;'! with wo:;."<is :th..'lt b8gin with 11 chll (sound) 'l.lld nerds th~t 
ond with 11 ch11 (sound)., If I .sey a word thnt b. ,r;ins with 11 ch 11 (sound) 
you nust S:\Y one th..,_t en:ls 'i7i th 11 ch11 • If I so...y ~ word th9.t onds with 
"ch11 (sound) you rmst S:'J.Y one that begins with 11 ch11 (sound) 
9l 
Each tine you get ono wo'll count it ono and suo who cn.n g .-1 t tho 
highnst scoro. 11 
11 If I s~.id. 9.hil~D:'I~ :~rou night s.-:.:.v _20:~ct ~ .Uron.dy. chocolo.tos, IT 
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:Il"J.ENTY THIRD DAY 
LISTENING FOR n sh 11 AT . TTa ~G IN1HNG .AUD ENDING OF WORDS 
"Toll no tho firJt sound in _ihc·n ? in _!!'htm, Toll Dt) tho first sound 
in chop, th\1 last so1.md. ln whiS:J:!, ToiEW wn n.r n going to liston for a 
now sound . 11 Dictato r=!n<i w:ri to -
11 sho, shop , ship.n 
"All those words begin vri th 11 sh11 (sound). Soy thon n.ftor no." Ropon.t. 
11 Thoso two lett o:cs s ~nd. h tog flthor s~y 11 sh11 • (sound). Hero ".r o sono 
othor words thrtt begin with "sh11 (sound). Sry thon 'l.ftor no. :So sure to 
so...y 11 "sh11 sound very clo'1.rly, 11 
Dict11to 
11 shall, sholf, shino , shoot, show, " 
11 \'lhl'l.t is tho first sound in O'l,ch of thoso words? Toll no "'.. word. thr>.t 
begins with 0 sh11 (sound to finish those sontoncos. 
1fScissors ·tro 11 shn.rp. 11 
":So Pe llp 1 was looking for hor 11 sh! li1p, 
"Tho grocorios woro on tho 11 shelf. 
11 Thu boy shin• •<i thn " shoos. 
11 Tho sun is II _shini ng. 
"Shepherds t'lko crtro of 11 shoop, 
nsonotinns wo ho'1.r 11 sh11 (sound) n.t tho ond of words- Liston" -
Dicta. to 
"wish, dish, It Did you ho'l.r 11 sh 11 sound in those words. Horo 
o.ro nora words th'1t ond with flsh 11 (sound). S"Y then '\ftfll' 1:11) . 11 Dict,-,te 
tho words slowl.y or.Iph"'.sizing, l"'.st sound. 
11 brush, bush, dish, Jllngli sh, fish, froah 1 polish, push, r".di sh, 
sp1<>..sh, squ'1sh, too ·i;hbrush, va rnish, wash, wish." 
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"Lot Is p1n.y a go.no wHh words th.."l.t bog in or ond with 11 sh11 (sound). It 11 
stl1.rt '!.nd if r:r;r wor<i 'bogins with 11 sh11 (sound) ~rours nust ond in it. For 
inst".nco, if I S'1Y shn you could sn.Y wish. 
.. 
17hoovor gives tho first word uny bo 11 IT11 tm<t give tho nruct onq . 
Rononbcr your word must and tho ·ll'l.Y nino bcg inso 
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LlSTElHNG FOR dr, f_!L_ gJ.~ ,_br, fr, ;,T BjjGilJNING SdiD'iDS OF 
~VORDS 
11 TAll me the fi1· st ;:; ound. in i.t2.> in tim~~ in give, in big, in fU!l; 
in redo How I!m gotng to say some words that begin with two sounds you . 
know. List61l o 11 
Dictate 
"dress~ drill, cL:c ivl:l, drop." 
"You say these words af to r me." Dictato tho samo list.'' ThosD words 
all b· 'f~in ·with 11 dr'1 (sound) (Writ•1 tho lott1lrs on tho boarci.) lJow Iill 
say somo worcis that bngin ·with "trn (soun:ci) likn trnl'l . List ,m for 
II t r11 ( sound) in <)aCh WO rei o 
11 train, tramp, trick, tricycl0, truck. 11 
11 S::JY tho worcis aft nr mn c . I wa.nt to . hoar tho first two souncis VOI'"":.f 
cln'1.rly. 11 Dictnto th• 1 S:l.r.l•1 list rm!l h:wo tho children rnpoat oc.ch worli. 
Tho so worcis 'l.ll b1)gin with 11 tr" ( sounci) put this blond on tho boo.r!l. 
HThis time tho w·o :::-fis will bor;in with 11 gr" (sound) liko grouncl.. List.on. i; 
Dicta to 
11 r;rapo, r;rovr, groc::ury, gr~w." 
You sny those wor!ls ~ttJr mo. :So auro I can hoar "gr" (sound) in oach 
worci." Dictntn tho list. 11 Thost) wor!ls o..ll bogin with 11 gr11 (sountl). PUt 
this bloncl. on tho board as you say it • 
"This t ioo th•') vrorrls will all bngin with 11 br" ( sounci) liko brown. 
Liston for 11 br11 (sound) in un.ch word." 
Dict""J.to 
11 br":lJCt1, br;-l<J]cf ·:tat ~ bricigo, bright, brothor. 11 
"Dirl you ho..,.r 11 br11 ( sotL-:-~r1) in O<:\Ch word? Sn.v tho words !'J.ft \)r no~" 
Dict"'.t•.l tho S ''i h ) J.:i.sto 11 Thosn woril.s ~l bogin rrith " br" (soun!l) 
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• 
"How wo'll hn,vn sono worrls thn.t bor;in with 11 fr11 (sounrl) liko Friclrw. 
Liston , 
Dicto.to 
Dict'ltO S'U10 
bl,mrl on tho 
11 Look nt 
li s t. Tho s o 
bo :1.rrl~) 
t hoso blonds 
Sn:v tho sountis ~.i ... t , · 1 ~, T10 c. If 
rlistinctly . 
wo:rrls 
on t ho 
Point 
'111 b nr:;in vrith 11 fr11 (sounrl). (Put this 
bo'\rii. tVl'lf'.t lott,)r is in '\11 of thon? 
to !)~Ch blonri ~s you B~Y it slowly n.nrl 
"Lot's pln.:-r "'· F;'V10 with tho so l ot tors on tho bonrtl. ."Jnf 11 h~'>,VO two 
t oro1s "..ntl lvwo turns. ',7hon I S[-I.Y n. worrl thl) one whoso turn it is nust 
c ono rmtl finrl th0 l ntt nrs thn worrt bor;ins with ~,ntl say th• ' sou."l.rl. If you 
r; · ~t tho ri r~ht ono it counts o. point. l3n rnntiy for your turn. Liston 
Dict1.tn 
11 fri nntl , frosh~ rtrivo, t~ronn , .;r".nrlnothor, gro .... t, tr..,ctor, 
trunk, tr:r, brush, br'1'lrl , broon , tlrun , rlrn,'1J1. 11 Oormt t ho scorn. 
Cauti on 
i1n.tch for n.ny confusion b11twoon worcls bo;:;innin~ with "rlr" "nil. 
11 br11 o 
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'rWEl~Y FIFTH DAY 
LISTENING FOR cl, fl, .AJ:ID -ol AT THE :SEGINNilm OF WORDS 
i1l1.o.t is tht1 first souncl 3,rou h11nr in 
i n - for, fight. ~ fitr 
in - put, push, pot, 
in - likn, li ttlo, li Vth 
can, conn , co:1t, 
Sonntinos wo honr two souncls t og,Jtht1r. Liston." Dictat <1 "ncl wri to on 
tho 'bo-::.rclli cl".ss, clD.p- thoso worcls o . ~r;in with "c1 11 (sounrl)~ Sr.::r thon 
n:ft• 1r nn." Ropo'l.t - flcl~1ss, cl'l.p. 11 C.rln y ou honr 11 cl 11 (sounrl.)? Hero 
o.rt) noro worcls th'"'.t b ,1r;in with 11 cl" (sounrl). Liston, 'lnrl s<.w 08.ch WClr<'i. 
rft.-)r no. 11 
Dict'!.to 
llcln.;,r, clll'"'.n, clo'!.r, clin'b, clonk, clock, closo, clos<)t, clothes, 
"i1hf1t is tho first sounrl in n.ll tho so vwrrls?" 
IIListonrr - Dictn.to 'Ulrl wri t o : 
fly, flat tt Tho so worrls bngin with 11 fl 11 { souncl). Hart) aro so no 
othor worcls tmt bor~in with "fl11 ( sounrl). SRY thon ~tor nt), S3.y tho 
first souncl v•)I:t C".r•1fullyll 
Dict"l.to 
11 fln..;, flow, flickor, fli11S, flo or, flop, flow,)r, fl~.rinr;. 
17hr.t is tho first sounrl y ou sr1irl in Ol'lCh of thoso worcls? 11 
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1iThoso worcls bogin with rlifforunt souncl.'' Dictato anrl vrri t• ) llplvy, 
plow." Thoso worcls 'bor;in with 11 pl 11 (sounrl). Sr-~y thon vrith no." Ropun.trt. 
Hor,) rtro othor wor1s tha.t 'bogin liko pln..Y rm•'i plow. Listun end sew thon 
1'.ftnr no. :So suro t o S"Y tho first s ound plninl~r • 
Dict".to 
llplnnn, plmt , p:L.'l.nting, pl0.to, plnttnr, pln.,ygrounrl, plo:rhouso, 
plo:'l.sn ~ il 
" ·.mr.t is tho first sounti. in onch of tho so worrls wo just s ."1.ici?" 
• 
• 
11 I! 11 sn.y sono wor<ls thn.t begin with on.ch of thoso throo blcmrls. 
You liston ':'.nrl t oll D•1 tho firs t sounrl.. :So suro to toll no tho first 
sounrle 11 
DictA.to 
11 cln:r, fl o~r, flop, plo.tt,)r, flowor, pln.in, plnm:~rounrl, 
cloak, clm.r, clinb, pln.to, plo~so. II 
Put on tho bo~rrl cl, fl, pl. 
"Lot's pln..y with vvortls th<tt bnr:;in with thoso blonrls. 11 You m'~.Y ~.11 
stn.n<i up. \1o will b·v~in with 11 cl" r'ntl tho first p l1rson nust r,i vo n 
wor<i thn.t b~~ins with 11 cl 11 , tho no:x:t ono th11t 1)or:;ins with 1tfl11 , o.nrt tho 
no:x:t ono th'J.t bor:;ins with 11 pl 11 • 
If you niss you nu.st sit fiown. Lotts s no who can st~nrl up tho lo!lhost. 
Rononbor tho wort'is nu.st bl>r:;in with just tho so sountls. You c an sn.v rm,y 
of thi) wor<ls wo h'1Vli sr>.icl tor:;othor. 11 
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SIXTH iVEEK 
• 
• 
"Listen~~g for W!"Jl"ds that. rhyme with town and see" 
"I'm going to read you a rb,ymao Words that sound alike at the and are 
rhyming words. 
be~ and fGd, boy and toy, ~ and ~ , are all rhyming words -
Listen to this rb .. vmo., Road., 
The b\1gar Plum Tree 
H~ve you evor hoar1 of tho S~ar-Plum ~roo? 
'T i~;; a m,·u'Vr:ll o:f groat renown~ 
:rt o:L oc:rla on tho shore of th·J Lollipop Soa. 
!n u.~.o gc.:rdon of Shnt-litre ~1ow'.l~ 
So como, little child~ cuddJ.o closer to mo 
In your dainty v;hito nightcap and gown, 
Alld. X~ 11 rock you awc:zy- to that Ougar-Plum Troo 
In tho ga.rd.on of Shut. -Eyo Town(l 
Road tho linos again omph.ar::izing tho last word in each lino. 
'Did o.nyono hoar an.y words that smmdod aliko? 11 If no child can toll tho 
words toll thoro thc'1.t .!:Q!.l£Ym, and ~. and gown rb.ymo and that ~' .!!!Q and 
~ rhymo. &avo tho children ropoat tho words aftor you -
11 ronown, town, gown, troo, soo, mo." 
Ro-road tho stanzas to tho class. "Itm going to say other words that rhymo 
with ~ o.nd renown a.nd you say tho words aftor mo. Dictn.to those words 
slowly and have tho children ropoat them: 
nclovm, down, town, gown, frown, brown." 
11 Thoso words rhyme bocauso thoJr so1md alike at tho end. Have you ovor 
soon a clown in tho circus? Lotts make a story about a clown using all the 
words we can that rb,ymo with clowno I'll start the story and when I give a 
single ~ound you say tho word that starts with that lottor and rhymes with 
clown. .A.lron.dy. .A.s I was waJ.king d - t - I mot a very funny cl -. lie was 
dressed in a br - ~ - • Ro did many funny things. Ro was running nround 
whon ho fell d -- a.nd. bumped his cr -. Show me your crown. Lotts tnr this 
story ngain about the clown who foll down." 11 Ropoat tho story ago.in with tho 
children supplying tho rhyming words." "Lotts toll tho story once more with 
oo.ch one of you toll me a different word..~ 
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Ropoo.t tho story with diffaront chHdron saving tho words6 "Perhaps you 
would like to mn.ko n. pic~ur•) of this funny cJ.own in his brown gown ll"..tor 
todo.y~ 11 
tttot ·; s s •.)O if wo CA.n f:.nd aomo \Vords ~hn.t rh:.ymo with ~ n.nd troQ.. Sn,y 
• thos\.1 words a.:ftnr mo. il 
D:l.c·tato 
11 bo, flea, froo, ho, mor knoo, toe, wo.n 
Oo.n you finish ·(jhotlo aor.tor:cos with words th::tt :;:o!cymo with !!!2· Whon you sey 
tho sontonco gi vo just tho bog inning sound of the la.st word. 
11 Tho birds! nest is in th•J ~~(In 
":Buzz, buzz says tho bumb~.o b ua ~ " 
11 I!J.l look nn.d 
n Tako ono, they o.re fr oo. 11 
"Soo how many words you co.n so.y thn.t rhymo with clown" - Tr:v group work. 
11Who would like to toll mo all tho words that thoy can think of tho.t 
rh .. ymo with soo. 11 
(Indi viduo.ls) 
If tho children aro unable to givo words ropoat tho lists from this 
losson D.lld ha.vo thoro sn.y tho words aftor you ago.in. 
i 
... 
Twenty Seventh D~ 
Listoning for worSL_Jh~t rbymo w1 th 11 faJ.l 11 and 11 mon11 
ll:cit'.mpt,y Dumpty sat on a wall 
Ht"!lllpt y Dum;>ty ha.i a great fall 
t~l tha kings ho~ses ~ni all the Xingls men 
Couldn j t. pnt Hump·~y 'cogsth~r again. 
I think you mo.y have all heard of Humpty Dumpty.. Do you know what he was? 
Where did. he sit? Say the rhyme with meo 11 Let different children who know 
the rhymo say it. 11 11 Wha.t words sound aliko in tho first .two lines. (Answor 
mn.y bo Humpty Dumpty). Yos. Liston while I so.,y tho first two lin•1S and soo if 
you cnn toll tho word thn.t rhvmos with wallo Sew tho linos o.go.in. Liston to 
tho next · two linos and soo if you c~n toll tho rhyming words. !f tho child.ron 
do not got 11 m on 1.lld a.g.r1in11 ·~ \ ·11 them. 11 I' 11 sn,.y somo moro words tbn.t rhymo w1 th 
wo.ll f'nd ~ n..nd you sn..y thom aft or mo. n 
Dictate 
"ball, call, doll, hall, small, to.J.l. 11 
Wh.c.t did. you hoar in o.ll tho so words?" If no child cn.n toll "n.ll" toll thom. 
lfLot ~ s so..:v thom onco more," Ropeat tho li at. 11 Now I tll sn..v some words that 
rb.ymo with mori ~.nd ~in, Liston - 11 
Dicto.to 
11 brokon, chickon, childrt1n, chinrunon, olovon, oven, faster, 
frozen~ hon, kitchen, kitten, listen, pon, ton, then, whon." 
Did you hon.r 11 on11 at tho ond of n.ll tho words? 11 
Horo o.ro somo questions. ~1 tho answ1'lrs aro words that rh.vmo 
with~· 
11 Wh.n.t is a number that rh.ymos with men?" ~ 
11 iVhn.t can wo wri to with? 11 pon 
"Who co.n lay oggs? 11 hen 
What must we do if wo want to hoar a sto~r? liston 
Finish thoso sontoncos. with words thn.t rhyno with wal.l 1 11 
Rur.~pty Dunpty hn.d a groat fall 
Girls liko to plaY with ~ or doll 
:Sabios aro small 
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Troos grow vory tall 
Did you hoar nothar call 
"Lot's say tho words togothor again that rl:zyno with walL" Dicto.to 
tho list ngain • 
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Twontl Eighth Dgy 
II Billy Billy, cono e.nd pla.y~ 
Whilo tho s1L'Il shinos 'brigh'~ as day." 
11 Yos, ey Polly so I willr 
For I lovo to ple!\SO ;you still." 
"Liston too. Mothor Gooso Rh,yno a.bout Billy, l3illy;, tf Road tho rb.yno twico 
onphasizing rhyming word.s. 11 Did you hear a.ny rhyming words? Listen to the 
first two lines again and see if you can tell me the word that rhvmes with 
~. Read the two lines. "Listen for the rhyming word.:s in the next two lines. 
Read the next two lines emphasizing the last word. in each line, "Ca.n an.y one 
tell me tho words that rhyme?" If no child gots will and still roo.d tho lines 
ago.in asking them to list on for tho word that rhymes with will, I will say 
somo words that rbymo with ~ o.nd ~ and you say thom aft or mo. Liston: 11 
Dicta to 
11 n.n.ywo,.y, awa.y, bi rthda.v, c la..v, day, gra.,y, bay, j a.v, la.y, may, 
pay, sey, stay, tra,y, way. 
11 Thoso words rb.ymo bocauso thoy sound aliko at tho ond. Liston for words 
thn. t rb.ymo with !!lll and still. 11 
Dictato slowly 
"bill, fill* hilJ,., Jill, kill, mill, spill, still, till." 
"Wha t did you hoar in Gl.l thoso words?" 
Can you finish thoso riddles with words that rbymo with will? 
11Jaek wont up tho hill with Jill." 
11 Whon you a.ro hiding you must keop vory still." 
11
'\Vhon your glass is full of milk you must bo c n.rcful 
tbn.t it doos not spill." 
11 Flour is ground o.t n mill." 
Tho word. tbn.t will finish sontoncos aro words that rhyme with pla.v o..nd ~. 
Can you toll mo tho word? Romomb 11r it must rh.ymo with ~· 
"W'hon y ou buy something at tho storo you must ~·" 
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11 Tho colo:>:- of a s clUi:':'ro:. is gra..v. 11 
ilmo bo~"· wont to hi a e:;.·':t."\d.mothorl s to sto.v." 
ttLut t s sey o.ll tho wore.s t hu.t :~.·hvul\) w:t th plu.y ngain0 11 Ropoat tho list and 
havo tho children sn;.;r them o.ftor you., Do tho so.mo for tho words th.-J.t rb.vme 
VTi th willa 
Gai_!1_9.: 
Havo o. ladder m:.. t.ho boa.:L'C. with four stop3 and soo if '1 child cnn 
cli'lnb tho ladder by sn..Ying o. word thnt rh.vmos with will on on.ch stopo 
11 Illl climb tht1 ladd.o:!" first. 
to climb noxt?ll 
still, spill, frill, trill. "Who w~nts 
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~wenty Ninth D?f 
Listening f or words thnt :rbyno with bun ~d ~ 
To m<J.rk·.) t 1 · t o narkct , to buy a fat pig1 
:lomn nga~_n , hono :-.1ga:ln, jiggorty nig, 
~o l!ln-rkl)t s to raa r !cot , to buy a fat hog, 
:Hono ag2.in ? hono again, jigE;erty t1Jog. 
To nark ot, t o narkot, to bu.,y a plun bun, 
aono aga in r hono again, na.rkot is done. 
"Ill road you a Mothor Goosn rb.yno. Liston for words th!l.t sound nlikCl." 
Rend tho whole rbyno onphasizing last words in tho linos." I'll road tho first 
two linos again, and soc if you can hoar tho word in tho socond line thnt 
rh.ynos with EM in tho first lino .. " 11 Road. tho lines liston for two nero lines 
and seo if you can toll no tho rb.vning words." Road tho last two lines. If 
no ono can toll bun ~:~.nd dono ro'ld tho linos again and ask than to li ston ·for 
tho word tho.t- rhynos with bun. I 111 so.y sono words that rhyno with Eig and J.!g_ 
!l.nd you so..v thon aftor no. I,i 1:3ton. It · 
Dictate 
11 big, dig• fig, jig, wig." 
11 Illl so.,y sono words that rbyno with dono and bun. Liston. 11 
Dictnto 
"fun, gun, none, run, Stm, won." 
1
'Lot t s n3ko sono stories with words tht:l.t rbyno with big. Each tine I stop 
y ou sn.v r3. word that rbynos with big. :Bo suro it sounds liko 11 big11 • When you 
d5.c tato tho sontonco givo just tho first sound of tho underlinod. word. 
11 Iln thinking of tho nane of o. fruit that begins with f fig." 
u-The doll had a wig of rod hair." 
"Tho boys aro going fishing toda.y so first they nust dig sono 
worns. 11 
11 Tho snowna.n tho children nad.e was vory big. 11 
"~he children dancod. a ~.11 
tttetls na.ko sene stories with words that rhyno with done. 11 
" Pla.,ying tar; is lots of fun. 11 
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11 Tho ~o has not boon }!On•" 
11 When ho wol~o in the norning ho saw tho ~·11 
"Let• s pley a. gone with th<Jso wo-rds that rhyno. rtll say a. word and you 
toll no ono that r!zynes with i t(t iVo~ll take turns and soo who ca.n toll tho 
nost words. "Rononbor your word nu.st rbyno with tho ono I sey. tf you sey 
o. word vrhich doos not rb.yno with nino you a.ro out of tho gano- 11 
Dictato 
ltbi;::;, wig, sun, dig, nona, fun, fig, jig• run, ~·" 
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Thirtieth Day 
Listening for words that rbym9 V!i th bell in and ~ 
Ding~ Dong ~Sell •"P Uother Goose 
Ding., dong, be!.lil 
~13sy~ s in the well! 
Who put her in? 
Little To~v Lin, 
Who pulled her out 
Little JohruQv Stout. 
"Do you know the Mother Goose Rhyme - Ding Dong Bell? Listen and I 1till 
sa.v it for you. 11 9a.v the rhymo. "If you know it sa.v it with mo this time," 
Sa..v tho rhyme again emphasizing tho rhyming words. 11 Did you hoar any words 
that rhvml~? Liston to tho first two lines. Sa.v tho linos. "What words 
rhymu? 11 If no ono can toll, boll and woll, road tho linos again asking thorn 
to listen for a word that rhvmos >rith boll, Do tho noxt two lines tho samo 
wa:r, and then tho last two, 
11 7/o havo thrt)O sots of rhyming words in this rh,ymo, bo~l and .!!.21:1, in and 1i!!., 
_f'Ut and Stout. Lot's say somn othor words that rhyme with boll and well~ 
Liston and say tho words after mo. I)ictato and ha.vo tho childron say thoro 
n.ft or you. 
11 foll, Noll, soll, shell, smoll, spoll, swell, toll,n 
n·,Vhat did you hoar in all thosn words that sounded just tho so.mn? Toll thoro if 
tho:,r co.n not toll '• Lot's sa.y somo words that rhyme with J:E: and Lin. Liston 
[1nd sa.v tho words aftor mo,. 11 
Dictate 
"cabin, cousin, napkin, pin, raisin, robin, skin, spin, thin, 
tin, twin, win. 11 
"What did you hoa r thnt soundod. n.liko in all thoso words?" Toll thoro if thoy 
can not toll. 
11 Now wet 11 sa.v somo words that rb.vmo with out end Stout. List ~m co.rofully 
n.nd sa.Y tho words aft or t1<1 •" 
Dicta to 
"about, scout, shout." 
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11 Whnt did you hoar that sounded tho samo in o.ll thoso words?" Toll thorn 
if thoy can not toll yon" 
"This timo Ifll aa:r tho f i rs".; s mc.nJ. M \l you toll mo a word-. .A.ll thoso 
words must rhyno with .'beH_q 
Dictn.to 
f - n - s - sh - s~ ... sp - sw - t -
Now wo will mako words that rh.yno with in. 
Dicta.to 
sk - sp - th - t - w. 
Make thoso words rbyno with out~ 
sh - sc -. 
IILot' s play n. gano with tho so words. Ono child i a "IT" and sa.ys a 
word as~. Tho other children toll his words that r~~o with boll and 
tho ono who sa..ys tho nost words can bo 11 !T11 for words that r~yno with "in"• 
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APPENDIX B 
AUDITORY TESTS 
• 
DEtECTIONS FOR Ail!!INISTERING THE GROUP AUDITORY TEST. 
Each child has a mimeographed copy of the test. The examiner reads the 
prescribed sentences, speaking distinctly, but being careful that no clue to 
the correct answ·er is given b_)r any i nflec tion in the voice. The children 
circle the number of the sentence vill ich is correct f or the picture. 
Say to the children, "Let us look at the first picture. Yfua.t is it a 
picture of? Yes, a cup. I vall read three sentences to you. Li sten and 
see -v~hich sentence is correct. 'En.e words vdll all sound somewhat alike so 
listen verJ carefully" . 
Read: 1. This is a cut. 
2. This is a cup. 
3. This i s a cud. 
"Which one was right?·· Yes , two. Put a circle around the 11 2" under the 
pictu.re of the cup on your paper." Take time to see that each child does 
it correctly so that you may be sure the dir ections are understood. 
"Now find the picture of the house. Listen while I read to you. Be 
sure to listen for the word house." 
Read: 1. This is a horse. 
2. This is a hose . 
3. ~is is a house . 
11Vrhi ch one 1!m.s right? Yes , three. Pat a circle around the 11 311 under 
the pi cture." Check each child to see that he has followed your directions. 
"Now 'I ai11 going to read three sentences for each of the other pic tures. 
I ·will not hel p you any more so listen very carefully." 
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Read: Picture 3 Picture 8 
Ill. This is a letter. II "1. This is a came . II 
II 2. This is a litter. II "2. T:.11.is is a cane. II 
l!':l TI"liS is a ladder." 
..>• "3. This is a cone • II 
Picture 4 
"1. This is a hat." 
H2. This is a hatch. !I 
II 3. This is a hats. II 
Picture 5 
Ill. This is a fort." 
112. This is a fork. II 
"3. This is a fourth. II 
Picture 6 
"1. This is a drum. II 
"2. This is 2. drav,r.n. II 
"3. This is a drovm. II 
Picture 7 
Ill. This i s a camel. n 
"2. This is a kettle." 
!I 3. This is a candle. " 
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Picture 1 Picture 5 
"1. This is a leaf. 11 "1. This is a broke." 
112. This is a left." "2. This is a back. 11 
113• This is a leave. II 113• This is a book. 11 
Picture 2 Picture 6 
Ill. This is a moan. II Ill. This is a bag. II 
112. T~1is is a noon. n "2. This is a badge. II 
n 3. This is a moon. n n 3. This is a bad. II 
Picture 3 Picture 7 
Ill 
-· 
This is a line." "1. This is a cloak. 11 
"2. This is a lion. 11 112. This is a clock. 11 
"3. This is a lines." II':< _/0 This is a close. II 
Picture 4 Picture 8 
"1. This is a neck. " Ill. This is a chain. 11 
"2. This is a nest." "2. This is a chair. II 
II 3. This is a next. II "~ ;;. This is a chalk. 11 
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Picture 1 Picture 5 
"1. This is a cape. 11 11 1. T:lis is a pea.r." 
n2. T~is is a cake • 11 "2. This is a tear. 11 
11 3. Tb.is is a kate. 11 n 3. This is a bear. 11 
Picture 2 Picture 6 
"1. This is a ball." 11 1. This is a power. 11 
11 2. T~is is a bell. 11 "2. This is a flower·; 11 
"3. This is a bowl." 11 3. This is a :tower._. 11 
Picture 3 Picture 7 
This is a ring. 11 "1. This is a boom. 11 
112. This is a rang." "2. This is a bloom. 11 
II 3. This is a rung." This is a broom. 11 
Picture 4 Picture 8 
11 1. This is a fit. 11 "l. This is a witch.n 
11 2. This is a fish. 11 11 2. TI1.is is a wi1ich. 11 
11 3. This is a fix. 11 11 3. This is a rich." 
The score is the nQmber of correct items. 
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TI\DrJIDUAL AUDITORY 
Testi 
"I'll say some words that sound alike at the beginning. \'ihen you hear 
a Ymrd that begins vrith a different sotmd, say, 1No 1 • 11 
Dictate: 
"for, foot, fork, fun, very~ f ull" 
"keep, kitty, kid, jump, king" 
n go , get, give, little, got" 
"man;'r , me , men, moon, ~ mill" 
"pan, pack, pass, not, pat" 
Test II 
11 Tell me the first sound in gallop, can, sing, ·wind, happy, John, bi~;, 
visit, nice". 
Test III 
11W"Jmt is the last sound in if, bed, sick, all, set, an, far, slip?" 
Test IV 
"Tell ;ne the first sound in Thursday, chicken, shut, tree, clean.n 
11Yihat is the last soux1.d in vvash, ·which?" 
Test V 
"I'll say some words which sound alike at the end. Listen and s ee 
you can tell me the word "\Yhich does not SOtL.'l.d like the others • 11 
Dictate: 
"all, fall, tall, call, full, ball" 
"make, bake~ cake, cook, take11 
Test VI 
11 see , tree, me, free, place , he11 
"rrm, fun, sun, ma.n, pu..Y111 
11 sing, bring, wing, s ons , cling" 
11 I' 11 say a word and you tr.r to tell me one that rh;ymes I'Vi. th it. 11 
Dictate: 
11 fell , day, now, in" 
Keep the score on the sheet provided. Put a check mark (v) in the 
square for a correct answer, and a minus sign (-) if the ans-vver is in-
correct. The score is the nu..mber of correct items. A perfect score is 38. 
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.APPENlJIX C 
VISUAL TESTS 
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DI HECTIONS FOR AI!'.liNISTEHING VISUAL TEST I 
Each child has a m:Lrneographed copy of the test and a pencil. The 
examiner has a set of flash cards 3" x 6" with the key letters aJJ.d 'Nords 
printed on them. 
Say :t "Find N\unber l on your paper. I a.rn going to hold up a card that 
has one letter on it which is like one letter in that group.. See if you can 
find the lett er Yfhich looks just like this". (holding up card Number 1) 
"Put a circle around this letter on yam· paper. n Be sure that each child ha 
t!1e correct lette:r. Help any child needing it. 
"Let's look at Nu.mber 2. Can you find the letter like this one?n 
(Exposing card Number 2) any child needing help. 
"Now I am going to see if you can do the others without any more help. 
Look carefully at my card. Then find the one that looks like it on your 
paper and put a circle around it as vre did the first two. 11 
Expose each card for five seconds. The following are the key letters 
a•·1d words: x , e , n , b, t, c, m, p, me, at, do, rr.ore, vm.ter, •~"ith, clmvn, 
told, call, sat, saw, ill, dog, man, fatter and well. 
The score is the mrrnber of correct items. 
.. 
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Name · Boy Girl 
==:::=:====--::r-=-=-===- --- . ---.. -------- ---- --_-___ -_ --. -- --
0 s X l m 
IIJ wither water happy 
· mother airplane 
-·- --- 1 ·...:.::::::_-----~~===== 
e 0 d g I /1 
' l '·-j-· 
' ' 
---
wonder Width 
with which 
l barn down 
window 
~ r 
.-... / 
~ -· 
_____ P___ e__ g_ -~--- j j ~ clown 
~~. ~~-~-- -t-_o_l_d---~o-l_d_e~r-----co_a_t ____ __ 
s ing 
brown 
.4 y i 
----------
--- -~ elm 
b d g f 
do 
t! S a f r t k . ~ I '] chil:old 
-r: - -~-- --G - --~-- - 8 -~ . - ---ij J ~ tis 
~ s i te it 
...... ------- - --- ------ --~- - -f:--___,_--.....,._---.....-------
can bold 
call 
sit sat 
----- --- · 
ask sa·w 
say see 
ball "ll l ~
a ll fall 
god log 
rug too 
r t /9 was 
- ----·- -- --~ - - at 
~ b d p q g ~~0 
- -------- ----ij- -------------
or l.l t dog 
, :Zr 
. - - ------- -f' me 
at I ~~ 
~----- ....,._ --------------
'7 m h n 
C( at is 
I me by 
----·-\ · ··--- - ··· ' .. 
/0 do we in us 
men name 
man run 
----------------- ---- ----- ----------1 11 ttle title 
1 / to do no ~ ~ 3 brittle fatter 
i ) moth:; '~~ ~-:~ -- -~or~ - : _!,_, -~ ..... 1-_. _w_i_l_l,._m_i_l_l_w..,..,e_l_l_t_e_l_: __ ra_l_l ___ __ 
~ "'~ matter musket l 
mitten 
Score · 
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DIHECTIOHS FOR AD!HNTSTEP..ll.JG VISUt.L TEST II 
Each child has a mimeographed copy of the test and a pencil. The 
exami...'1er has a set of flash cards 311 by 611 'i'.'i.th the key lett ers and Yrords 
printed on them. 
Say, 11 :::"ind Nl.lflber 1 on yo;rr paper . I am Going to hold up a card that 
has one letter on it w'nich is like one letter in that group. See if ;you 
can find the letter v;hich looks just like this11 • (holding card Hunber I ) 
"Put a circle around this letter on your paper. 11 Be sure that eac!-1 child 
has the correct letter. Help any child needing it . 
11 Let 1 s look at Number 2. Can you find the lett er like tbis one?" 
(Exposing card Number 2) Help any child neediilg help. 
11 liow I am going to see if you can do the others vd. thout any more help. 
Look carefully at my card. Find the one that l ooks like it on y our paper. 
and put a circle around it as we did the first tvro. 11 
Expose each card for five seconds. The f ol lorving are the key letters 
and vrords: g , s , m, o, w, c , a, 1, z , t , k , y , x , v, e , u, n , j, i , f, h , 
r, d, q, p, b, all, nip, boy, man, savv-, sat, block, burn, first, nose, s pice , 
drop, j ump, alone, clear, world, forgot, terrible, parts, quite, different, 
cure, inform, · certain, hovel, and capital. 
The score is the number of correct items. 
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Name ______________________ _ Date _______________________ _ 
School _____________________ Score ____ ~----------------
1. m s o g y ill 14~ w u v y n i 
·· -- · -~- .. 
--
I 2. e 0 s m f 15 .. c 0 a e d 
·-·-· 
3 . h m n u v I i 16. w u n m v 
...... ___ 
I 
4 . e a c 0 r I 17. m 0 h n r I 
·-- --~---- · -. ------
!i 
5. v w u m n 18. g y j i ~ q 
-
~ 
6 . c e 0 a r 
.. 19. e 1 j l t 
---- ---- - --------·- -·-···---------- -- --·- -- -------- · 
7. e 0 c g a 20. f t h k l 
-- -
~ .. 
21 . n m k l h 
8 . t l h b k 
22 . r 0 n m u 9. s c z m f 
II 23. p d b q g 10. h k l t f II 
-
I 24. g b p q d 11 .. h k t f l 
tj -- -- --.. - .. . ... .. .. 
l! 25 . p g b d q 12. g p y q h .. li 
I 
13. s x o m z 
260 d p g q b 
--· ----
.. 
at ball 
'114 along around 
ill all fall I a 1 o_n_e ____ l_o._n_e _____ a_t_o_n_~---- .. 
I 
Ill 16_.; close 
no on 
~) 
·.::"' .._ i mp in nip 
clear clean 
climb lean 
---------d~o-g _____ b_o_y ___________ ~l) ________ w_o_u_l_d ______ w_o_r_d ________ __ 
: I G ') 
.:) day boys play whirl wound l world I 
-------·-------tr---------------· 
I 
1· 11 
forget 
me men 
4 , name man run 
forgot target 
forgotten first 
----- - -------------11+1------------------·· 
I terror tremble i /g saw war 
... 'J as was waste 1 trouble terribly 
- -------------;t---------------·· 
terrible 
park 
part dark b sat 
tis 
it 
s it 
s ite 
11 
party 
par 
qu ick I I .\ h. 
j! U" I~._ 
I quack quit 
dark lack 
'"1 
t clock black block 
quite 
quiet 
li , ..______________ - tt--------------··-
!~ 1-. dinner differ barn bun '{ 
different 8 bum bar done difference 
------------------~--------------------
scare frost first 
.--, l 
.,/. ' \ 
sure 
fast firm trust secure server cure 
-.. ----~--------1H-------------
I "').) no se ice inform uniform ! o<.J 
, Q 
mice race nice reform informat ion form 
-·------------------lit-----------------_;__ 
speq.k speck 
/I st ick sp ice peck 
curtain certa in 
:<4 
susta in curtains maintain 
·---------~----------~&----------------------
dr i p 
i ~ drops rap 
prop 
drop 
! :)5 hovel shave 
shovels shr ivel shovel 
.. _ ..______ j_u_m_p ___ je_s_t _____ *ll\·-,-,-. __ c_o_n_t_a_c_t __ c_o_n_t_a-in ___ _ 
II .,..( ' {) 
13 just jot must !! ~ontract capital convict 
_ __ ___:_ _________ ___.,!:.:___ _____________ _ 
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